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Although fairly large amount of literature
is being published, coherent pictures have
not emerged in many cases. I propose to dis
Gentlemen,
cuss
a few important c nsiderations on these
The topics for discussion in Unis session
topics and solicit the views of the house.
are:
1. Dynamic characteristics of soils (especi
1) Dynamic characteristics of soils (especi ally
et high pressures) are non-linear from
ally at high pressures)
the very beginning of the loading cycle.In
2 Vibrations of foundations
5 Interaction of seismic waves and founda
several analysis of static problems, this
tion bases and
fact is being accounted for. For analysis
of problems of foundations and substruotures
M) Liquefaction of soils.
under dynamic loads,the following soil pro
An examination of the literature published
perties are needed depending upon the method
on these topics since the VII International
of analysis to be adopted:
Conference,where a specialty session on
1) Elastic constants and damping properties
ii) Modified shear parameters
"Soil Dynamics" had also been held,is too vo
luminous to be discussed here. Besides the
iii) Non-linear stress-strain
normal channels of dissemination of knowledge
For shear modulus,effect of (i) effective
like technical journals,mention must be made
mean principal stress (ii) de rea of satura
of two- conferences which have since been
tion (iii) void ratio and (iv) n um ber of
held where papers on these topics have also
cycles of loadin have been studied by Har
been presented.
din and Drnvich ?l9?2a). The authors data
One of these is the conference on "Behavi
shows that single values of modulus and dam
our of Earth and Earth Structures Subjected
ping canuot be used for the complete analy
to Earthquakes and Other Dynamic Loads" held
because of their dependence on strain
at Roorkee in March 1975 and the other is the sis
amplitude, state of stress and environmental
V-World Conference on Earthquake Engineering
conditioner Cohesive soils are affected dif
held in Rome in June 1975. The classification ferently
than clean sands. The authors have
of papers in these conferences on the themes
subsequently presented equations and graphs
o to-day's discussion were as follows:
for Une determination of shear modulus and
Theme Conference at Roorkee Conferen damping of soils,for use in design problems
(Harch 1975) ce at Rome involving repeated loading ar vibrations of
(June 1975) soils on both clean sands and clays. Similar
results on soft saturated clays were obtained
byField
other
investigators also. '
methods have also come into use of
late. A block of standard dimensions is exci
ted to resonance and shear modulus is infer
either by analysis proposed b Barkan or
+General theme of soil structure interactior red
Richart. The values of shear modulus and elas
Chairman Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)
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tic spring constants depend particularly on
the 'd namic force level' and the resulting
‘dynamic
a stiffstrain
soil,. if resonance of block is
not reached a method has been proposed to
extrapolate the resonance frequency only.
The important question is the identificati
on of the "loading" and "strain" conditions
and their simulation in laboratory tests.
Typical values for_different soils for use in
"preliminary design" are not available.
And finally "effort" needs be made for evol
ving a "standard" or at least a "recommended"
procedure to determine the "shear modulus"
and "damping" characteristics for a given
problem.
For analysis based on the assumption that
soils are igid plastic materials,modified
"c" and "$"' values for dynamic loading are
used.
Typical
analysis for
bearing
capacity
are available
fordynamic
both 'cohesive
and 'c-Q' soils. The authors GO not discuss

termined.
'
Casagrande and his associates initiated

how the relevant 'c' and '¢' needs be de

work on danamic stress-strain characteris
tics of soils. Seed and Chan presented pro
cedure fcr obtaining "total stress" (static
plus dynamic) versus total strain charactc
ristics (under static plus dynamic streaa)
of typical soils. Their approach was excel
lant for understanding the physical behavi
our of soils under the influence of a combine
tion of static and dymaic stress. Any further
information on this topic would be a very
welcome contribution to this session.
Non-linear stress-strain is automatically
obtained in the above test set-up and can
be used to solve stability problems.
Under high pressures,very little work has
been done.

2. Vibrations of Foundations:
Under this tcpic,the problem of machine fo
undations shall only be discussed. Most of
the literature concerns the behaviour of
'block' type foundations. For isolated
blocks, vertical vibrations, simultaneous
rocking and sliding md tc'rsional vibrations
of foundations have been considered. Methods
of determination of relevant in-situ dynamic
soil constants have also been proposed.
The methods could be classified into two
roups:
(1) Based upon spring theory
(ii) Based upon elastic half space theory
Considerable amount of literature concerns

the latter types.

The problem is to determine (1) natural
frequency cf the machine-foundation-soil sys
tem and (ii) dynamic amplitudes c motion _
at operating frequency. N6 have come mush
ahead of the days when a hammer nf certain
weight was dropped and natural frequency was

assigned to a particular site. Natural fre
quencies of "typical soils" are listed even
to-day (1975) in some texts. We appreciate
that these concepts have no place in under
standing the machine foundation bdiaviour.

Moore reports comparisons between observed
and
(Sungs
solution)which
maximum
ver
ticalcalc§lated
di placeme
t amplitudes
suggest

that for small fcctlngs on sandy silty soils,
the pressure distribution changes from pa
rabolic at low mass ratios to the rigid base
type atonhigher
mass ratios,ahd
small foo
tings
clay soils,
theoreticalfor
displace
ment amplitudes for a rigid base stress dist

ribution are in approximate agreement with
observations.
Weissman'(l97l) modified the analytical so
lution of forced torsional oscillations of
an elastic homogeneous isotropic halfmace
to account for the internal friction of soils
and slipping of the foundations. Good agree
ment between the experimental data on siltq
clays and sand and the theoretically predic
t8d values has been reported.
Based on the concept of elastic half-space
and possible difference in ths distribution
of soil pressure at the base and some other

variations
from
the solution
of S (l9§3),
"Ratay (1971)
and Veletsos
and We§n?l97l

reported studies on sliding rocking vibrati
ons of rigid bodies and plates respectively.
A large list can be added to investigations
of this category.
Host of these investigations dc not consi
der the effect of depth of embedment on the
response of footings. Gupta (1972) reported
results of eight model footinga c maximum
size 5.75" x 4"(l4.4 cm x 10 cm) four of
which had the same shape,equal wohghtc and
different areas, whereas the other four had
equal areas and different shapes. The reso
nant frequency was found to increase with
increase in depth of embedment and this inc
rease is independent of the shape of tae
foundation. The resonant amplitude decreased
with increase in embedment, irrespective of
the area and shape of the foundation. \
More data from large sized footings or ac_
tual full scale foundations is very much
needed in this direction.
Agarwal et al (1971), report prototype vib
ration studies on four compressor foundations

under actual working condition. It was gener

ally observed that vibration characteristics
assessed by different theories do not differ
significantly but Barkan's method seems to
yield
whichvalues.
are in most cases quite
close results
to 'observed

1957), every sand can be 1iquefied.at and
above critical acceleration. Such a concept

shall have obvious limitationssince (i) it
does not take account of the effect of fre
uency and (ii) direction of vibrations and
(iii) realistic intensity of ground motion
Barkan's method has the advantage of simpli during actual earthquakes.
city. However, it needs be modified to take
The first question that an engineer would
into account the effect of (i) damping of
like the answer for,is as follows:
the system (ii) depth of embedment and (iii) GIVEN:- (1) A sand with known grain size dis
non-homogeneit ‘of soils.
tribution, rain shape and initial relative
Several studies on development of simpli
density (ii§ the intensity and duration of
fied expressions for natural frequency,based ground shakin (iii) initial state of stress.
upon model tests have since been reported
REQUIRED:- (id To predict if the sand is li
(Prakash and Gupta 1968, Prakash and Puri
kely to undergo liqueraction, partial or
1972). Such studies have, at best, local ap complete (ii) if liquefaction is anticipated,
plicability.
how to predict the amount of "tilt of buil
5. Interaction of Seismic Waves and Foundati dings",
"cracking
in earthtodam"
and in ene
ral the extent
o damage
structures’(iii)
on Bases:
alternatively,the remedial measures to check
It is well known that the characteristics
of ground surface motions during earthquakes
Obviousl , 'critical void ratio' and 'cri
and the corresponding fonms of the response
tical acce{eration', concept do not hold any
spectra va with soil conditions (Seed and
promise.
Idriss 1969). The study of damage to multi
Two other procedures have come into vogue
storeyed-buildings during the 1967 Caracas
for studies on liquefactiona
earthquake indicates that the locations of
A. Laborato Test: Oscillatory triaxial and
zones of heavy damage may be attributed tc
pure satear
tes s ave of
been
extensivelyeleyg
deve
unfavourable combinations of soil conditions
loped
University
California,Ber
and building characteristics which resulted
The essence of this proced re is as follows:
in particularly strc response of the damaged (Seed and Idriss 1971).
structures (Seed et gi 1972). Further,studies a) For given soil conditions and design
on the bridge foundation behaviour in Alaska
earthquake,determine time history of shear
Earthquake showed that bridges founded on
stresses with depth, (b) Convert the stress
bed rock sustained little or no foundation
history into an e uivalent number c uniform
displacement. The greatest concentrations of
stress cycles, (cg From available test data
severe damage occured in_thick deposits of
on specially conducted field tests,determ1ne
saturated
cohesionless
soils.
Bridge
founda
tmcnncwnrumnuwmmcmmlmu~
tions in saturated sand and silts sustained
faction in the same number of cycles as in
severe displacements even where the average
(b). (d) A comparison of shear stresses in
SPT of the upper 9m (50 ft) of the soil was
duced by the earthquake with those required
to cause liquefaction, the zone of possible
as high as 25._A method to calculate th res
ponse-spectrum of earthquakes for linear
liquefaction is determined.
structures on an elastic half space has been
Seed and Peacock (1971) further report that
deve1oped._
hoth
analytical and experimental evidence as
The above mentioned and similar other stu
well as available field data suggest that
dies point out to the importance of`soil
most laboratory triaxial compression test da
structure interaction under dynamic loads.
ta should be reduced By a factor of 0.55-0.70
depending upon the density of soil and the O
Incidentally,the response on the subject
for this session is rather poor. Hence I
duration of the earthquake in order to deter
would like to proceed with the next topic.
mine the factorcodfin'
H-shear
(Eg3_)
Eg stress
pressure
5'
4. Liquefaction of Soils:
causing liquefaction under field conditl on.
However,based upon 57 cases where liquefac
There is far greater awareness of the
tion occured and had not occured,the authors
problem of liquefaction to-day (1975), than
suggest that for a maximum ground accelera
what it was a decade ago, liquefaction of
tion, it is possible to designate 5-ranges
soils is responsible for major land slides
of relative density:
lateral movements of bridge abutments, sett
ling and tilting of buildings,fai1ure of wa
(i) A range in which liquefaction is very
ter front retaining structures, cracking in
likely to ,occur
embankments and 'float up' of septic tanks.
(ii) A range in which liquefaction is very
Factors affectin liqusfaction are very
unlikely to occur and
well known e.g. (i§ soil t pe (ii) relative
range
which léguefaction
may or
density or void ratio (iii¥ initial effeotive` (iii) Amay
not in
ng upon characte
ristics
ofoccur
sanddepen
and other
factors.
confining pressure (iv) intensity and dura
tion of ground shaking.
B. Vibration Table Tests: In these studies,
The concept of "critical void ratio"advanced the sand is deposited IE a large tank moun
by Casagrande cannot be applied to liquefac
ted on vibration table and vibrated at prede

liquefaction. ~

termined frequency and amplitude (Florin and
Ivanov 1961, Maslov 1957, Xasnimi 1967, Pra
kash and Gupta 1970). The response of soil

tion phenomenon since CVR is not a unique

property of sands. However,according to the
concept of "critical acceleration" (Maslov
09

deposits is carried out in some what a simi
lar manner as outlined above, A correlation
of field and laboratory data from such stu
dies has also been attempted (Prakash and
Gupta l970b).
About the Scientific Reports:
It may well be in order briefly to summarise
the scientific reports which will co e up
for discussion in this session.
Of the 19 reports finally seleeted,their
classification into different themes is as

Castel1ani,A._(l97O), "Foundation Compliance
Effects on Earthquake Response Spectra"
J.Soil Mech.and Foundation Division,ASCE,
v01e96| N°eSM‘q‘| pa
F1orin,V.A.,and P.L.Ivanov (1961), "Liquefac
tion of-Satu ated Sandy Soils",Proc.Fifth
Intern.Conf.Soil Mech.and Found.Engg.Paris
vo1.I, p.l02-111.
Gupta B.M. (1972), Effect of Foundation
Embedment on use Dynamic Behaviour of
Foundation Soil System",Geot.Vol.XXII,

T’-\°m°`N°~
(1) (ii)5 (iii)
(iv)
Number
or Reports
4
5+
7
+ including vibra

Gupta,M.K.,and
LiquefactionC.R.Gangopadhaya
Characteristics of(1975),
Sand Clay

under:

No.l, p.129-38.

Mizture",Proc.Symp. on Behaviour of Earth
and Earth-Structures Subjected to Earth
quake and other Dynamic Loads",Roorkee,
Of the three reports on stress-strain beha
Vol.l, p.104-12.
viour of soils under dynamic loads,two eva
Hardin,B.O.,and V.P.Brnvich (l972a), "Shear
luate deformations of soils. In addition,in
Modulus and Damping in Soils,Heasurement
one of these reports,the effect of pulsating
and Parameter Effects",J.,Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Division,ASCE, Vol.98, M-6
load on 'CP' has been foxmd to be negligible.
In the third report,determination of seis io
p. 603-24.
properties of soils by steady state vibrator Hardin,B.O.. and V.P.Drnvich (l972b), "Shear
has been described.
Modulus and Damping in Soils,Design Equa
Of the four reports on machine foundations,
tions and Curves",J.,Soi1 Mech.and Found.
two deal with response of machines from the
Division, ASCE, Vol.98, SM-7 p.667-92.
field and in the other report, a SDF mass
Kovacs, w.n.,H.B.s¢¢a and c.K.61mn (1971),
spring dash-put with Coulomb damping has been
“Dynamic moduli and Damping natios for a
proposed for the study of dynamic response
Soft Cla ", J.,Soil Mech.and Found.Dn_.,
d an embeded footing. There is one report
ASCE, Vo{.97, No.SMl, p.59-76.
on vibration insulation.
Maslov,N.N.(l957), "Question of Seismic
Of the seven scientific reports oniiquefac
Stability of Submerged Sandy Foundations
tion, one reports pore pressures in field
and Structures", Proc. 4th International
Conference Soil Mechanics and Foundation
due to pile driving, two report triaxial
tests to study liquefaotion in sands and three Engg.,London, Vol.l, p.56B-72.
advancebase
analytical
toolssort
for of
study
of lique Moore, P.J.(197l), "Calculated and Observed
faotion
upon some
laboratory
Vibration AS
Amglitude"
Mech.and
test data. And finally, one report deals with
Found.Dn.
E,vo1.9'},J.,Soil
No sm-1,p.141-53
Prakash,S.,and V.K.Bansal (1975), "Extrapo
liquefaotiog of sandy silt.
Studies on liquefaction and fine grained
lation of Natural Frequency P1ot",Ru1l,
soils have not received adequate attention
Indian Society of Earthquake Technology,
so far. A recent work (Gupta and Gangopadhya
vol.l0, No.l, p.56-46.
ya 1975) suffer from the disadvantage that
Prakash,S.,and A.V.Chummar (l967)»"Response
uniform samples could not be prepared.
of Footings Subjeoted to Lateral Loads",
0 the other five scientific reports,three
Proc.Symp., on Wave Propagation and Dyna
reports describe vibration trans ission from
mic Properties of Earth Materials", Albu
ramming vibrations and demolition of cooling
queque, New Mexico p.679-91.
towers and their measurement. Of the other
Prakash,S.,and D.C.Gupta (1968), "Natural
two reports, one deals with decreasing the
Frequency of Machine Foundations Subjected
to Horizontal Imbalance Forces" Proc.Annu
building vibrations by increasing its period
and the other describes pile response with
al Research Session Indian National Group,
the introduction of intermediate cushion.
International Association of Bridge and
I had no access to very useful Russian li
Structural Engineering,Bombay.
terature on the themes of this session. I,
Prakash,S.,and M.K.Gupta (l97Oa), "Liquefac
tion and Settlensnt Characteristics of
therefore,belisve, that we would benefit
Locse Sands Under Vibrat:Lons",Conf.m Dy
very
from the contributions of our hosts
of hemuch
conference.
namic Waves in Civil Engineering,Swansea,
England, Pe229'l'|'6e
REFEREN ES
Prakash,S.,and M.K.Gupta G970b), "Blast Tests
Agarwal,S.P., A.V.Wedpathak at al (1971),
at Tenughat Dam Site", J.,South East Asian
"Vibration Studies on Iarge Compressor
Society of Soil Mechandcs and Foundation
Foundations Resting on Soils",J.Indian
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Prakash,
S.,and V.K.Puri (1972), “Natural
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Frequency of Block Foundations under Free
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Ratay,R.I¢(l97
"sliding-Rocking
Vibrations
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search on Stress Deformation and Strength
of
Bod%non
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Medium",J.Soi1
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Found.
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under Transient Loading"Harvard Soil Mecha
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using the finite elements method for calcu
lation of vibrations of the buildings and
structures influenced by seismic waves_propa
gated in soil foundation. The' calculations
were made for a travelling seismic wave
taking into account the displacements and

the rotetionsof the structure. The general
stability of the structure is evaluated by

meaneof the soil reactions diagrams. The
nonlinear motion problem of_ the system
"structure-foundation" is solved and me ine
tabiliw areas of motl on are determined
which depends on the correlation between th
physical parameters of the structure and
foundation. For example the upper sedimen
tary stratum of variable thickness highly
influenced on the transmission of the seis
mic energy to the structure. The inclination
of the rock foundation which spreads the se
dimentary stratum and the influence of the
variable thickness was investigated by the
finite elements method for the dynamical pro
blem. It is shown that the amplitudes of ac'
celerations on the surface of the sedinsn
tary stratum may be twice more as the acce
lerations of the rock foundation. For the
stratum with a triangular crossection me
correction coefficients are determined and
the conditions are evaluated for arising
of elasto-plastic waves in connection with
the geometric dimensions of the stratum. The
problems of seismic waves propagadon in a
layered foundation and the interaction with

the structures foundation require to ful

filling further investigations. It is neces
sary to discuss some questions. In my opinion
there
is made insufficient attention to the
vertical component of travelling seismic
wave; This component createsa vertical force
under the foot of the structure which may

lift the structure and must be added to
the others vertical loads. The vertical and

horl. sontal vibrations are connected and those
frequencies must be determinated jointly. To

determinate this suplementary lifting
force it is necessary to investigate the ver
tical vibrations. The amplimdes of the ver

tical component of the seismic wave propaga
ting in the sedimentary layer due by-strong
earthquake depend on the reflection and the
seismograms recorded in situ should be con
sidered ae the realisations of a random pro
cess. The evaluation of auto and crcsswrre
vice-chairman Prof. siniteyn A.P. (CSSR)
lation functions by means of records of the
soil
displacements registered on the surface
The soil dynamic acquired unimportant mea
of the sedimentary layer arised from a dyna
ning for elaboration of earthquake resistant mic source permit to determine the energy
buildings and structures,in seismic region
flux transmitted through the sedimentary
of the USSR. The theoretical investigations
layer during earthquake. The graph of alter
fulfilled by mans of the computers and the
_ation of the potential. energy as function
experiments due in situ allowed to design
of the relative maximum displacement of the
such a prominent structures as the Nurek dam
may be d.rawn. The energy accumula
with the height of 500 mt, and the multistory foundation
ted in the building during elastic P8136 cf
buildings in the tcwnes situated :l.n areas
deformation more &B proportional to the
with seismicity of 23-9 degrees. Those inves
square of the value of the displacement,but
tigations are shown that the reaction of the wif
the displacements increase more in the
structure on seismic boardsis dependent from
buildings
should occur: the plas
the engineering-geological conditions for the tic regionsstructure
and
the
rate
of growth of the po
building area on which the structure is pla
tential energy decrense. At least after my
ced. The theoretical solution of the problem
rupture in structure take place potential
is considered by mean_of the design model of
energy diminished. For each level of energy
the multidegrees of freedom system and by
transmitted during earthquake to the building
All

ccrrespondsa certain displacement of the stru
cture foundation and the definite value of
potential energy accumulated in the building.
The comparison of these two energies permit
to evaluate the seismic resistance of the
building. These statements shown that the
dynamic of soil must be developed further by
meanbof experiments made in situ and theoreti
cal investigations with using of computers.
It is interesting to know the considerations
of members of our session about these ques
tions.
On slides it is shown the determination of
instability areas by propagation of the ver
tical component of a simple seismic wave in
the layered foundation.
Slide N l. There is shown the scheme of a
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vice-Chairman of the Specialty Session VIII
Prof. D.D.Barkan (USSR)

hi-ll Pi", Fin li-va:
layered foundation. The parameter is charac

terised
the rates
ofpermit
the physical
proper
ties
of tbz
e layers,
and
to determine
the
instability
areas,

On the slide N 2, are shown the equations

`|1.22 ' al2.2] ' °
P

an I [Alva-(I + é)B], ,12,.2‘ B1

P2 L

|22n[AI+EA2-@§],

e= ,I _
(P,-P2)sh2

for determination of instability areas.
On the slide N 5 are shown the graphs~ to
determination of the length of the seismdc

wave by which the instability occurs. These

graphs
are calculated
for a of
two. On
laygred
oundation
as function
t left
of each curve there is a stability area,

on the right the instability. V
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The influence of the soil properties in
bases of structures on the designed seismical
loads is estimated by the increase of seismic
intensity which depends on has acceleration
of
seismic
soil vibrations,i.e.upon
its amp
litude
and period.
For a constant wave
per od
the change in the sei mic intensity is de
termined bg the change of the vibration am
plitude.
T of
us,the
from
of view of
the
nfluence
soilthe
onpoint
the decignod
seis
mic loads soils should be classified in rela
tion to properties that influence only the
amplitudes of seismic waves, everything else
being constant.
The modulus of elasticity of the soil and
the soil density are the main characteristics
effecting the wave amplitudes.
When waves originated by the spherical pul
se are propagated in an infinite space die
amplitude are inversely proportional to the
elastic shear modulus H of the soil,the dis
tance between tho considered point and the
source being large as compared with the wave
length. For the short distances from the
source, soil amplitudes due to the Rayleigh
waves originated by the surface source are
inversely
due shear
modulus
of the sciproportional
and depend to
slightly
upon
the
soil density. As the distance to the source
increases,the relationship between the amp
litudes of Rayleigh waves and the shear mo
dulus, and the density varies somewhat. But
as the distance increases (in comparison
with the wave length ) the agpéitudes became
inversely
proportional
£4 . between the
In other cases
the relatto
onship
amplitudes of waves propagated near the sur
face of the homogeneous soil and the mcdulus
of elasticity, and the density may somewhat
differ from the above mentioned laws. It

seems still that it can be assumed that the
amplitudes are at least inversely proportio
nal to the shear modulus. This means that
the relationship is the same as for the sta
tic case.
Thus soil classification in accordance with
the increase of the seismic intensity must
be based on a comparison of soil moduli of
The existing opinion that the groundwater
level has a significant influence on the
increase of Une seismic intensity is doubt

elasticity.

NN S511 T e Ks value
l Rocky soils,fissured-erupted,
metamorphic and sedimentary:
granite,gneiss,limestone,san

dstcns,conglomerate etc; 0,5

2 Semirocky soils:marl,flinty
clay,argillaceous sandstone,

tuff,she1l,gypsum etc; Of*
Coarse debris:

full. The doubts are verified by the absence
of appropriate reliable data in technical
literature. For some soils it may be that the
groundwater level influences the seismical
intensity as a consequence of the change in
the thickness of the saturated layer and
hence of the change of its physical and me
chanical properties (hut this is not true

5 Crushstone (coarse gravel) with

The physical and mechanical properties,
(and hence the seismic intensity) of coarse,
medium end even of fine grained sands slight
ly vary with the moisture content. The void

6 Coarse sand of any moisture; 0,6 O17

for all soils).

ratio is the main factor effecting the elas
tic and strength properties of sands. The
soil characteristics of dust like materials,
especially of silty and clayey soils are

worst when these soils are below the ground
water level in comparison with when they are
above groundwater level. Therefore,from the
point of view of seismic intensity the first
case is more dangerous.
Thus,the groundwater level cannot be regar
ded as a unique seismic characteristic of a
Numerous experimental data shows that a
proportional relationship exists between the
elastic and strength properties of soils.
Thus soils can be classified according to
the increase of seismic intensity based on

building site. .

the strength properties of the soil, instead
of the elastic ones.
Thesites
increase
of determined
seismic intensity
on buil
ding
may be
by a 'coeffici

voids filled with sand: 0,4

4 Gravel from the debris of the

crystalline
rock;
0,5
5 Gravel from the debris of se
dimentary rock; 0,9

Sandy soils: dense aemidense

moisture; 0,7 1,0

7 Semicoarse sand of any

B Fine sand:

a)of little moisture content 0,9 1,3
b) very moist and saturated 1,0 1,7
9 Silty sand:

moisture content 1,0 1,5
baclittle
very
moist, 1.7
1¢3 2,5
1,7
saturated;

Argillaceous soils: Void ratio Consis

tency in
dex

3:1
10 Sandy clayey soil 0017
5 0B=0
9 LI?
1:0

ll Loan 0,5 0,9
1,0
0,7
1,0
1,4
1.0 1.5 2.5
12 Clay 0,5 0,4
0.6 0.70,6
0.9
0.3
1,0 0.9
1,0 1.5
2,5

ent of ground condition" K, which is equal to

the ratio of the strength characteristics of
a soil taken as a mean soil (according to
the seismic intensity) to the strength cha
racteristic of the soil on the building site.

Such a mean soil can be represented by a soil
with
an average
ofkg/cm
the s‘§rength
charac
teristic
R, equalvalue
to 2,5
.
The value of the coefficient of ground con
dition K for soils with a strength characte
ristic R£2,5 kg/cmz is determined by the

formula
2
xs= -15

For bases of structures consisting of se
veral soil layers wiun different strength
characteristics, the change of the seismic
intensity may be estimated by the average
value of the ground condition coefficients.
Very loose soils (loose sand with a void
ratio of more than 0,7-0,8; the argillaceous
soils in the liquid state with a ccnsistenc
index exceeding 1; peat and mud,etc) are not
included in the above given table. Such soils

cannot be used for building up without impro
vement of their properties even in nonsaismic
A table of K5 values vor various soils clas regions.
Improvement of properties of these soils
sified according to the USSR building codes,
is attained mainly either by means of piles
and based on the abcvesaid set forth
orDr
byven
means
ofcompact
deep foundations
cr them
otherwise.
piles
soil around
so
that its strength_properties are improved and
as a consequence,a week soil together with
the piles forms a base with better deforma
tion
and strength
Preliminary
esteproperties.
show that everything else
being equal,the vibration amplitudes of the
R
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is valid only for values of the dynamic-res
soil with the driven into it piles diminish
from 2 to 5 times. Thus the ground condition ponse factor k 451, i.e.for amplitudes of the
coefficient for soils compacted by piles dri dynamic compongnt of the stresses not excee
ven under the whole area of the structure may ding their static values. This formula has
be taken approximately as above in the ratio been confirmed by numerous experimental data
for fine-grained sand in Une frequency range
as compared with natural soil.
0 to 10 hertzes, which is typicaler
In conclusion it may oe said that the afo from
resaid relationship between elastic and stre seismic vibrations.
ngth
daaracteristics
is very
usefull
Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)
onl for
the estimation
of the
effectnot
of the Chairman
Thank you Mr.Stavnitser. The next will_be
soil properties on the seismic intensity,but
from the USSR.
it also permits essentially alter the method Dr.Jinkin
Dr.
Jinkin
will you please
for determining soil strength characteristics.
By means of a geophysical prospecting methods

we can determine the longitudinal and trans
versal wave velocities in a certain soil lay
er in the base of the structure. By means of
these values we can easily calculate the mo
dulus of elasticity, modulus of shear and
even the Poisson ratio. Employing correlation
between the elastic modulus and the strength
characteristics, the last can be found with
out boring, sampling and soil testing. The
great efficiency of such a method (classified
as geophysical correlation) for the determi

nation of soil strength properties is obvi
ous when compared with the existing methods
(especially for the sandy soils,where undis
tnrhed sampling is practically impossible).
Chairman Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)

Thank
first contributi
on wilyoubeProf.Barkan.
in cha e fThe
Mr.St
it .
Hr.Stavnitser willsyog please?vn ser (USSR)
Mr. L.R.Stavnitser (USSR)

when the results of triazial dynamic tests

of sand specimens in a vibrostabilometer
are processed by means of the theory of li

miting equilibrium, they create the illusion
that the angle of internal friction is re
duced by vibrations. But the concept of an
"effective" value of the angle of internal
friction at a limited level of vibrations
enables the apparent reduction in the
strength of the sand to be explained by the
periodic changes in its stressed state. Here
the true angle of internal friction remains
constant.
In testing soils in a vibrostabilometer,
the dynamic pressure, varying with time ac
cording to a harmonic law, is added to the
value of the static lateral pressure. During
one half of the period, the lateral pressure
is reduced with respect to its mean value.
This proves to be sufficient to lower the
failure load deviator in comparison to ste
tic conditions. The results of such dynamic
tests can be interpreted statically on the
basis of the theory of the limiting equilib
rium of soils by introducing the "effective"
value of the angle of internal friction.
This value is less than the true value and
depends upon the parameters of the dynamic
effect.
The obtained formula for the "effective"
angle of internal fr ction

Dre

The soils of the railway bed are subjected
to multiple action of the vibrodynamic loads.
resulting in a thixotropic decrease of their
strength. That decrease depends on the charac
ter of railway traffic,on the value of vibro
dynamic load and on the state and the charac
teristics of the soils.
By the experimental researches carried out
in the Leningrad Institute of Railway Trans
port the following results have been obtained.
l. Some decrease of the strength characte
ristics of the soil is registered when the
train approaches to the experimental section
to 500-550 m. When the train approaches to
70-B0m, an essential strength decrease is
registered. The maximum strength decrease is
observed at the level of the upper surface
of the railway bed when the freight trains
gc; in this case the strength decrease rea
ches 40-50 per cent.
After departure of the train from the ex
perimental section the soil strength is qu
ickly restored. In 2-5 minutes the strength
increases to 70 per cent. In 60-70 minutes
the soil strength is practically complctoly
restorede
2. The results of experimental investiga
tions proved that there is anexpouential cor
relation between strength decrease and Une
vibration intensity. It is determined,that
the quick decrease of strength characteristics

to nearly 45-50 per cent lasts to a certain
intensity.
Thetoexceeding
of thisstrength
intens ty
does
not lead
a cons derable
decrease.
5. When the speed of the trains is not
great, the vertical soil vibrations in dne_
railway bed exceed the horizontal soil vib
rations across railway line. With the speed

of 120-140 km/h these vibrations are equal.
When the speed of UB trains DBCUDBB greater,
the horizontal vibrations exceed the verti
cal vibrations.
The action of the vibrations extends to a
depth of 4,0-4,5 m aid in the horizontal di
rection to a distance of 500-600 m.
4. The maximum relative strength decrease
under vibration is registered in interval
from 0,25 to 0,45 of the plasticity number.
5. With an increase in the natural density
of the argillaceous soils from 0.92 to 0.96
of their maximum strength there is an inten
se increase of their dynamic resistance and
strength. When we tale the soils with a dm
sity more than 0.96, this process damps.

_ (1 -ko) sin - ko

sin Ye: --------- ----

W'-ko (1 + sin?)
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6. The vibrodynamic loads cause a rupture

of the structural lincs of the argillaceous
soils in the state of plastic congelation.
This phenomenon determines the decrease of
their strength in the relatively small tempe
rature interval from O to -2,4°C.

The maximum loss of the strength of the
congelation takes place because of a decrea
se of the specific cohesion and in the degree
less considerable-because of a decrease of
the friction.
The mineralogical composition of the soils

argillaceous soils in the state of plastic

has no influences on a value of the coeffici
ents of the relative cohesion and friction
loss,but changes essentially a temperature
range. That is why when we choose the bed,

it is necessary to prefer the kaolinite soils

with the content of 25-30 per cent of the ar
gillaceous particles and with a minimum con
tent
ofincrease
the univalent
The
of thecations,_
ice content in the

Z

'7'
~v| My
`~»~.K

l»1_
_ v K.,
r

congealed soils under a negative temperature

invariable leads to the decrease of the
strength characteristics.

garded as a one-mass system with two degrees
of freedom we have obtained a theoretically
grounded relation for defining amplitude of

Chairman Prof. Sh.Pral:ash (India)
Thank you Mr. Jinkin.
The next speaker will be Mr.Shvets (USSR)
Mr.Shvets will you please.

vibration of the upper surface of the founda
tion for the grinding mills.
The comparison of the amplitude of vibra
tion defined according to out formular with
the actual changes indicated that the diffe
rence
Mr.N.S.Shvets (USSR)
cent. in their values does not exceed 20 per
The studies at the acting grinding mills
Here I should like to mention the results
revealed that the value of admissible ampli
of the vibration study of massive foundations tude of vibration must not exceed 0,5 mm.
for large ball-and-rod grinding mills having
a short drum of over 5 m diametre.
REFERENCE
These mills are usually installed on mono
lithic or frame foundations up to 15m high.
N.S.Shkurenko, Y.B.Rakhlin, V.G.Surguchev
The operation of such mills at floration
Foundation Vibration of_Ball-and-Rod Grind
works revealed that considerable dynamic
ing Mills with a Short Drum Journal "Foo
stresses arise and act on the foundation
tings,Foundations and Soil Mechanics",
though these mills are considered to be
D°5» 1970.
balanced. As a result mill foundations are
Chairman Prof. Sh.Pralcash (India)
often induced to vibrate which sometimes re
you Mr. Shvets. t
sults in foundation deformations and imperfec Thank
The next contribution belongs to Ur.Ilyichev
tion of grinding process.
from the USSR
The investigation of foundation vibration
Mr. Ilyichev will you please.
of the acting ball-and-rod grinding mills
carried out at fifteen floation works and
also the use .pf a large model having similar
physical dynamic properties permitted to dis
cover that the reason of the foundation vib Mro veA 0 I lyichev
ration was uniform movement of grinding bodi
There are different trends in due above
es which et to ether in roups in the mill
mentioned
carried out in Une
dru and travel in free falling tragectory (ll NIIOSP soilinvestigations
dynamic laboratory. Here I would
To specify the vibration incitement of the
like to conoider some singularities of these
"mill-foundation-footing" system statistic
studies. There are many problems in the soil
computation of foundation vibration oscillog dynamics
developing very intensively. Up to
rams (output signal) was carried out accor

sse__

there are no practical recommendations
ding to a special program with computer M-220. now
for many of these problems among which are
The results of the computation permitted to predictions
of the vibration level of soil,
consider the process in question stationary.
The study of power spectrum of input signal foundations and the structures upon them due

for the mill foundation permitted to disco
ver that the incitement of the "mill-founda
tion-footing" system according to the inci
dental functions theory was impact.
As a result of the solution of differential

equations of the system movement which is re
415

to vibrations generated by the foundation
source in their neighbourhood. It must be
noted that in many cases the real vibration
parameters of a mashine foundation are far
from the calculated ones. All these problems
are closely interconnected and to make clear

duce liquefaction would be higher (maybe as
based mainly on the hypothesis that soil may ground. How this relation will vary with the
be represented by the model of elastic,isotr o inclination of the slope is a question which
seems to have not been resolved completely,
pic homogenous semy space. The experimental

these relat&ons
is the purpose
of our inves
tigations.
he theoretical
investigations
are much as 50%) above that required on level

data are to oe used for the construction of
the transfer function of weithless stamp
soil system. Such method for interpretation
of the test data give more information as
compared with the usual methods of determina
tion of rigidity and damping coefficient.

based upon results of cyclic loading triaxi
been shown
(Lee and Seed, 1967) that the cyclic devi
ator stress required to cause liquefactlon
increases with an increase in the value of
Kc-the anisotropic consolidation. At very
large values of Kc, liquefaction just does
The transfer function of stamp-foundation
receiver may be determined in the similar way. not occur in laboratory samples; large strain
This method will allow to have a more ade
can, hcwever,teke place. The writers believes
quate approach to the real dynamic model and that at high values of Kc,s1gnificant stress
to formulate practical recomendations for the reversals do not occur and liquefaction, the
refore,does not develope. It is therefore
aforesaid problems.
valid to assume that liquefaction is a func
In our laboratory the theoretical and ex
tion of stress reversals. This leads to a
perimental investigations concerning the
simple conclusion that the effect of a slope
earthquake
also
carriegroof
out. foundation engineering are
in reducing the liquefaction potential of
The main purpose of studies was to elabora a soil is essentially due to a reduction in
the stress reversals. The problem, however,
te the
recomendations
for design
of
founsractical
ations with
account of soil
and buil of determining this reduction for different
ding properties. The fondation and base are
slope types and inclinatio|:s,is not so simple.
Elaborate laboratory testing t ethsr with
the parts of the total soil-structure dyna
mic system and therefore while designing the stress analysis (finite element§ to take into
account the effect of sloping boundries on
same principles are to be used as for any
the soil response,are required to develope
other part of the system=
some reascn able relationship. Thé problem in
1. The total system under seismic forces
is calculated as elastic one with known dyna general appears to be quite complicated when
the randomness of earthquake motion has also
mic properties of soil and foundation.
to be considered.
2. Bearing capacity of foundation must be
Recently a stochastic approach to the seis
determined and then compared with the loads
mic liquefaction problem has been introduced
found in the previous item.
The practical recomendations developed in
the soil dynamic laboratory of the NIIBSP
are destined for flat and usual pile founda
tions with an intermediate gravel and sand
cushion.
The theoretical studies concerning the li
qusfaction of send soils which have been car
ried out in the soil dynamic laboratory al
low to evaluate settlements as a function of
time and the compaction zone.
The lack of time does not permit to give
more details for aforesaid researches and to
enumerate
other problems.
For some of
them
theresome
are specia
communications.
In conclusion it must be noted that the
most part of the experiments_have been made

in situ with foundations on a large scale.
Chairman Prof. Sh.Prakssh (India)
Thank you lr.Ilyiohev

The next contributnr'will be Ur. Singh
and lr.Nevil1e C.Donovan from USA
Ur~Singh
bution. will you please report your contri
Mr. Singh B. and lr. Neville C.Donovan (USA)

A review of the state of the art indicates
that there exists no ess method by which to
account for the effect of slope on the seis
mic liquefaction potential of soil. From a
study of Lower San Fernando Dam failure and
Sheffield Dam failure preliminary indicati

ons are that for s 2 l/2 to l (40 per cent )

slopeo on
the the
upstream
lower San
Fer
nan
Dam,
stress face
ratioofrequired
to in

IN

al tests in laboratory it has

by Donovan (Donovan,l97l), and a cumulative
damage analysis has been developed to evalu

ate liquefaction potential of soils. The
analysis, in its principle is analogous to
fati ue (cumulative effect of stress rever
sale? failure in other engineering materials.
Based after a study of the distribution of
cyclic stress peaks in observed earthquake
records, the distribution of stress during
the design earthquake ls obtained. This is
done
by using statistical
Erocedures
the
parameters
for earthqua
e motion where
are ex
pressed in random vibration terms and Ray
eigh
wide are
hand
spectrum
stress distri
but
onand
options
used.
This allows
a direct

evaluation of liquefaction without the re
quirement that a seismic responce analys e
be made on the soil profile. Gteader is
referred to the original paper by Donovan for
details).
If liquefaction is assumed to be directly
proportional to number of reversa1s,then the
reduction of stress reversals due to slopo of
fect
be the
easily
considered
area can
under
stress
distributby
onreducing
envelopethe
in the cumulative damage analysis. To produ
ce reversal seismic stress must exceed the
downward slope component. This established
limits between which the stress envelope
distribution will be integrated and effects
evaluated on the development of liquefaction
using the cumulative damage analysis. The
effect of a slope in reducing the liquefaction
potential of e soil, can then be expressed
in terms of a number relating the increased
resistance to liquefaction due to slope to
the resistance of the soil on level ground.

This incidently introduces and or calls for
a concept of factor of safety against lique
faction failures. Th1s,however,is a subject
requiring separate studies and discussions.
For the purpose of the present disoussion,the
number or the ratio defined above will be
ttermed
one as factor of safety against liquefac

Incorporating the concept outlined above
in the cumulative damage analysis and adopting

it for use on a digital computer,detai1ed
study of the slope effects on liquefaction
characteristics of soil was made and results
plotted in Fig.1 and 2. It will be noted
from F1g.l that the capability of a given
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sure and loss of strength of the soil water

Chairman Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)

system when seismic'waves propcgate through

it.

Gentlemen lr.Singh will report the next
contribution also.

REFERENCES

lr.Bingh S. (USA)

1. Newmark,N.M.(l965). "Effects of Earthqua
kes on Dams and Enbankments",Geotechni

que, p.l39-160, June.

Current procedures of evaluatinS seismic

liquafaction fail to take into account the
followings:
l. The effect of vertical acceleration on
the development of pore water pressure.Ver
tical acceleration,though always less than
the horizontal acceleration,can be quite
significant in some earthquakes. As vertical

2. Singh,J.P.(l975), Personel Communications.
Chairman Prof. Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you lr. Singh.
Now I pass the word to llr. Hichart (UBA)

lr. Richart will you please.

acceleration cannot be produced by shears
waves propogating upwards, the assumption
made in the current procedures that the pore
pressure developes only as a result of shear
stresses set up by a series of upwardly pro
pogating shear waves,fails to recognize that
the build up of pore pressure can occur in
more than one way during the ground shaking.
2. Coupling effect of soil water system and
its contribution
to the development
of pore
water
pressure during
earthqua e excitation.
5. Velocity of earthquake motions has been
BDOWD to greatl uIfouL bbc nluyu muvoméhté
during earthquaie loading (Newmark,l965).

lr. F.E.Richart (USA)
In the resonant column test,cylindrical

In case of liquefaction of soils,it is yet

to be shown or proved that the velocity does
not
affect liquefaction more than acce era
iODo
Considering the uncertainties involved and
unaccounted contributions of some important
variables affecting liquafaction and in the
absence of a universally accepted explanation
of the phenomenon of liquefaction, following
concept/hypothesis is proposed.
The concept is based upon the response of a
multi-gases
system toincrease
seismic wave
propcga
tiod. e progressive
of pore
water
pressure and the consequent loss of strength
of soil, though forms the basis of this hypo
thesis as in others,but the development of
pore water is assumed to develope as a result
of a phase lag in the components of the sys
tem.When
wavesinabil
propcgate
the
soil waterseismic
system,the
ty ofthrough
pore water
to undergo strains compatible with the strains
undergone by the soil phase (soil grains and

samples of soil are set into longitudinal or
torsional vibration at their resonant fre
quencies to evaluate velocities of propaga
tion of the longitudinal cr shear wave in
the sample. Several models of resonant column
devices are available to evaluate the effects
ofconfining pressures,amplitudes of vibrati
gg, gtgagq h1RtnPy:nnd time of loading OD
the wave velocities for a variety of soils.
A discussion of the types of machines and
some of the test results are included in
ref (1).
This discussion treats the effects on shear
wave
velocityloading.
produced
time ofun
hydrostatic
Inibiiextended
ally the sample

dergoes primary consolidation as the confi
ning pressure is applied. Development of
primary consolidation is indicated in the re
sonant column test by a relatively rapid inc
rease in shear wave velocity with time. After
100 to 1000 min of continuous pressure appli
cation,the increase of shear wave velocity
settles down to a constant rate,which is rep
resented by a straight line on uae semi-log
plot of shear wave velocity vs.log time.F1gu

\li, 3/
I1|

re l illustrates the change in shear wave

soil structure) results in a'response lag
which,depending
upon
opposed
the direction
of vibration o the
twohow
phases
are,give
rise
to the development of pore pressure. It is
interesting to note that this hypothesis imp
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lies development of phase lag and consequent
development
pressure
by all types
seismic wavesofaspore
opposed
to currently
eldof
concept that it is only the shear wave,prcpo
gating vertically upwards,which causes the de
flll lmlnl
velopment of shear stresses and henoe,the rise
o pore pressuro.By making an anclogy with an Fig.l. Shear Wave Velocity vs. Time for Resonant
electrical circuit made up of resistance and
Column Test of Cohesive Soil.
induotance,work is under way (Singh,l973) to
study the behavior of soil water system sub
jected to seismic wave propogation.The deve velocity as a function of time for a cohesive
lopment of inductance with a consequent de
soil. Primary consolidation was essentially
crease
in the resistance as the electrical
completed
in 1000 m1n.,then the straight-line
current passes through the system is conside
red analogous to the development of pore Pres_ increase continued to 10,000 min in this test
41|

Earlier tests (see Ref.2) have indicated that
this str ight line relation continues for at
least l0gminutes.
Fig.l shows the rate of shear wave velocity

increase during the primary and secondary
phases fortolow
amplitude
vibrations
goires
ponding
shearing
strains
of 0.811
. For
larger amplitude
ghgaring
of 4xl0'4,
10x10-4,
and 46xl
only thestrains
secondary
inc
rease is shown. As the shearing strains
increase,the shear wave velocity decreases,

but the time rate of secondary increase in
shear wave velocity is essentially constant.
This rate of secondary increase in shear
wave velocity with time is a function of ma
terial properties. At the present time due
best indicator of the rate of secondary inc
rease
median
size, and
D50.
Figureis2the
shows
dataparticle
on cohesive
cohe

Mr. R.D.Woods (USA)

In this discussion I only wish to up-date

our progress in Holographic Interferometry
since the submission of the Paper, "Holo
graphic Interfercmetry in Soil Dynamics".
All of the results presented in that paper
were applicable only to the vertical compo
nent of particle motion. For a complete desc
ription of a surface wave phsnomenon,ths ho
rizontal oo ponent is also required. A nearl Y
horizontal component of motion of the surfa
ce of the half-space model has recently been

recorded by re-orienting the optics of the
experimental
set-Ep,
interferograms
showing fringes
w chand
represent
nearly hori
zontal displacement components have been
successfully made.
Another hologram interferometry technique

D0 I I i

not described in the paper has also been
used recently. This technique does not yield
contours of displacement but produces an il
busion of a three dimensional view of the
displaced shqpe of the half-space surface.To
produce the 5-D effect,it is first necessary
to make a static hologram of the ahlf-space
surface. Then, an optical wedge is placed in
the object beam of the interferometer. Now,
viewing the static model surface through the
hologram, shows closely spaced parallel
fringes
across thethe
half-space
surface
in Fig.l.alt
y vibrating
sand surfaco
andas

“M
I5

§

.cel 0. n c. I
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Fig.2. Time-Dependent Increase in Shear Modulus
for Cohesive and Cohesionless Soil.

sionless soils using D as the abscissa.

The ordinate of the diagram is the rate of
increase of the shear modulus, G( =_pv2), per
log cycle of time,expressed as a perce§t
of the value of G at time equal to 1000 min.
Fig.2 indicates that for D Q > 0.04mm the
whereas for tgg fine-grained soils

ratio AG/G 0 is less-tgan about 5 percent,

CD59
0.004) this ratio may become as much
as
0 to<15%.
These results from resonant colu n tests
indicate that laboratory tests might be ex
pected to give lower values of shear wave
velocity than those obtained from field tests.
REFERENCES
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Chairman Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you Mr.Richart.
The nextwill be Mr.Woods from USA
Mr.W00dB will you please,
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Fig.l. Static Interferogram with parallel
fringes.
pulsing the laser at the same frequency, the

chairman Prof( sn.Praka=n (India)
Thank you Mr.Woads.

new 1 want to call on Prof-Ortiaoea (Chile)

lr. Ortigosa will you please.
Prof.Pedro Ortigcsa (Chile)
One of the common problems in soil dynamics

is to estimate the liquefacticn potential of
saturated sandy soils subjected to earthqua

kes. One of the most popular methods tc app
roach the prediction problem is to run und

rained cyclic triaxial tests on saturated

samples
ieotrogically
consolidated.
In order
to
represent
t e liquefaction
mechanism
which
occurs inside the sample,a model was developed
including: (1) the relation between the com
paction of the soil skeleton and the cyclic
shear stresses applied to the sample; (2)the
relation between volume changes and pore pres
sure increments for the boundary condition
Fig.2. Dynamic Interferogram with 5-D illusion introduced by the membrane used to cover the
sample. The first relation was obtained using
cyclic shear test data on dry sand published
formerly parallel lines on the half-space
by Silver and Seed. The second one was ob
surface become wavy and produce the 3-D
tained increasing the back pressure in satu
illusion shown in Fig.2»
rated samples confined isctropically. Typical
results
for thesea..back
increments,
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black area represents water pushing out the
membrane as long as the pore pressure increa
ses, which is equivalent to a "volume incre
ment" of the sample. Because cyclic triaxial
tests are conducted under undrained conditi
ons, the "volume increment" has to be equal
to the compaction of the soil skeleton. By

using analytical relations to represent those

volume changes in terms of sand characteris
tics, cyclic shear stresses applied to the
sample, confining pressure, number of cycles,
membrane rigidit and pore pressure,” it :ls
possible to p dict tests results.
A plot of u'/go vs N/Nr is shown in Fig.2
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In Fig.5 it has been plotted ror the same
The "theoretica1? approach presented here;
which includes the membrane effect,ohecks pre
sand the deviator stress Cfdp vs Nf. The
white circles represent experimental data
well
the test
results.‘Theapproach
writer
obtained at IDIEK using samples with the
ttg;
nks
thatwith
a similar
"theoretical"
same relative density but different valuco
could be used for predicting the liquefaoti
on potential for a saturated sand stratum in
of (53, (black points are data from UCLA).
The dashed line is a curve predicted using
the field. Actually this type of approach
has been already used by Iuofesscr Maslov
the
6'
d
and
N
values
assgciated
to
one
point
in the USSR.
of the gurve 5';,=2 kg/cm .
Chairman Prof. Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you Pro .0rtigosa.
The next speaker will be Mr. Menard from
France.

lr. llenard will you please`.
lr. H.lenard (France)
Nous avons developpe une technique de con

solidation dynamique qui consiste a faire
tomber des masses de 10 a 40 t avec des hau
teurs de chute de 10 a 40m;cette technique
permet d'ameliorer les sols sur une grande
epaisseur, 10 a 50 m.
Or cette technique agit sur le sol d'une ma
niers tout a fait analogue a une serie de
tremblements de terre; aussi les observations
que nous avons effectue sur de dizains de
chantiers ont un interet scientifique de cara
ctere general.
La surface du sol est donc eoumise a une
series d'efforts dynamiquss atteignant 200
t.l.a 2.000 t.H (par coup), les chocs etant
concentres en des points partiouliers distan
ts de 4 a B n on au contraire regulierement
422

repartis a la surface du terrain. Les obser
vations effectuees sont les suivantes:
1° Les impaeca ae 1'ord.re ae 5 a 10 m1111
secendes provoquont des trains d'ondes,onds
de Raylaeigh de grande amplitude presentant
les caracteristiques suivantesx
- Frequence 5 a 10 Hertz
- Amplitidez decroissante en fonction de la
distance selon une fonction l/r- (5 a 10 |
a 50 m de distance).
- acceleration: decroit tres rapidement avec
la vitesse 10 a 205 (impact),quelques cen
tiences a 50-40 m.

- l'amplitnde de la vibration est une fonc
tion lineaire avissante do la hauteur de

chnte du film 3usqu'a 5-6m de hauteur puis
rggggsgnguiggaggnstante quelque soit la

- la vitesse de propagation de l'onde dans
la souche comprsssible est tres faible
pres de l'impact (20-50 m/seo), forte
(200-400 m/sec) a 50 m de distance.

2° Des que l'energie transmise au sol at

teint un seuil ui salon la tsrrains varie
de 5 a 20 t.M/M2 on observe, une liquefaction
totals du terrain; la pression intentitielle
croit st attend la valeur maximum possible
c'est-a-dire la prsssion verticale; ls ter
rain se comporte comme un liquids visqueux
sans eucune resistance.
Tous les terrains satures ou proche de la
saturation sont 1iquefiables,mais les plus

namique,
etant
ds l ordreles
de energies
50 a 100requerees
t.m. pourpar
unem2
circu
lation normals et 100 a 150 t.m. pour une
circulation tres dense.
Chairman Prcf.Sh.Prakadn (India)
Thank you Mr.Menard.
Now I pass the word to Prof. Yoshimi (Japan)
Prof. Yoshimi,wil1 you please.
Prof. Y.Yosh1mi (Japan)

s nsibles sont les sables en la limone.
50 Ce phenomena s'accompagne d'un tassement
immediat important, de l'ordre de 2 a 55 de
l'epaisseur de la couche oompreseible consi
deree et de resultat est valable pour tous
les tsrrains quaternaires; ceux-ci ont en
effet la particularite (saur peut-etre les
argiles sensibles dont nous n'avons pas l'ex

In my discussion, I would like to present
some results of our recent study of liquefac
tion of level,sandy ground (!oshimi and Ku
wabara,l975). In our problem, a soil stratum
at some depth, marked II in Fig.l , is ccmp
letely liquefied during an earthquake. Sub
sequently, the excess pore water pressure
in the liquefied stratum is dissipated
through the overlying stratum, marked I.

4° L'eau et le gaz mis sur pression s'echa
uffent vers la surface en emprentant les fis
sures cress dans le terrain au moment de l'en
foncement du pilon; il an results souvent
l'ap rition de geysers,et des emanations de
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perience), de posseder un pourcentage non
negligeable de zag (quelque %) provenant de
l'evolution chimique des matieres organiques.

gaz ggau artesienne).
5° La
resistance du apres
terrainledevientdquasi
nulle
immediatement
choc,la minu
tion pouvant atteindre 80 a 90% de la resis
tance criginelle; epres un periods de temps
qui an fcnction de la granulometrie du ter
rain, la resistance evolue dans le sens d'une
oroissance tres importante, (100 a 150%
d'augmentation par rapport a la valeur cri
ginale).
6° Le phenomena de liquefaction est d'aut

ant plus facile a obtenir que la densite rela
tive du materiau est faible,l'on peut consi
derer comme regls de bass que l'energie ne
cessaire pour liquifier le sol decroit avec
le densite relative.
70 Il est apparu que certaines technique de
sol tel le standard Penetration Test sont
de veritable essai de liquefaction du sol;
on observe une destruction de la structure du
materiaux sur la points s'accompagnant de
la creation de forte pressions intentielle.
8° Apres un traitemsnt de consolidation dy
namique le terrain, pour une meme energis
applique, devient ds moins en moins sensible
au phenomena de liquefaction. D'ou l'interet
de cette technique lorsque l'on doit fonder
des ouvrages tres important sur des sols sen
sibles au phenomsne de liquifaction: reservo
irs de methane liquefie, centralee etomiques
barrages en terre ou en enrochsment.
9° Nous avcns remarque sur de nombreuses
autoroutes,que les vibrations prcvenant du
passage de vehicules lourds,provoquaient une
augmentation appreciable du tassement (de 50
a 60%) s'aJoutant au tassement normal sa ob
tanu sous le poids du propre du remulai et
reaffsrnant a partie de la mise en service.
L'on peut eviter ce phenomene,defavorable
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The Terzaghi consolidation theory was ap
plied to the problem to determine the pore
water pressure as a function of time and
depth, and numerical solutions were obtained
for a variety of initial and boundary condi
tions using the finite element method. Thus,
our stxgg
is an
extension and
of the
work of
Prof,
raseys
(Ambryseys
Sarma,l969).
The initial pore water pressure distribution
for the simplest case is shown in Fig.l, in
which k is the coefficient of permeability,
and mv denotes the coefficient of volume
change. In Stratum II, the pore water pressu
re undergoes nearly monotonic decrease with
time. In Stratum I, on the other hand, the
pore water pressure first rises, and then
falls after reaching a peak value. The peak
pore pressure corresponds to the minimum ef
fective stress which is related to dns sta
bility cf foundations located within the
stratum.
Fig.2 shows the ratio of the minimum effec

tive stress to the initial effective stress,

plotted against the ratio of the coefficient
of permeability, k1/k2, and the ratio of the
coefficient of volume change, mvl/ . As
one would expect, the minimum effegtive stress
decreases as the surface soil gets less per

pour
la bonne
tenue depar
la route,en
traitant
e terrain
au prealable
consolidation
dy 423 meable and less ccmpressible.

In a situation where soil is susceptible
to liquefaction to a depth of,say 20m, it
will be ecnnomicall desirable if we need
not compact the soil to the full depth.But
2

Yoshimi, Y. and Kuwabara,F.(l975). "Effect

of subsurface liquefaction on the strength
of surface soil", Soils and Foundations,
vcl.l5, No.2, p.67-81.
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Chairman Prof. Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you Prof.Yoshimi.
The next will be Aoopian from the USSR
Mr. Accpian will you please
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Mr. Acopian K.As (USSR)

The work considers the questions of increa
sing of construction seismostablemess from

the point of reducing of wave effect of seis
mic loading with the help of shielding layers.
The aim of this investigation is to deter
1:11 °"';;;';!_?r __
mine the optimum parameters of the shielding
layer fixed on the way of seismic wave in
order to reduce the strength of seismic wave
blow on construction in many times due to
repeated reflections within the layer and
due to the material characteristics of the
ku/ka
shield.
Fig»2
This investigation of wave spreading in
layer plates helps to clarify UDB question
if we want to compact only the top half,al
of effectivness of shielding layer work which
lowing the bottom half to liquefy,we must make estimated by the coefficient of longitudinal
C) _

'Q' 2 :

(12 C15 I 2 5 I0

sure that the surface soil retains sufficient waves passing.
strength during the upward seepage. Two me
thods of compaction are compared here. Point

The investigations showed that Une ampli
A in Fig.2 is for a case in which the verti considerably reduced and the configuration
cal permeability of the surface soil is inc
gflpassed
B so
impulse differs from that one which
reased in the process of densificaticn-for
example,by vibroflotation or the sand compac
The shielding effect of layer in respect
tion piles using coarse backfill. The mini
of the wave passing normally towards upper
mum effective stress is 22% of the initial
edge of the la er consists of the following

tude for all considered layer thicknesses

it osaible
value in this case,which mnkoe
p
to design shallow foundations. case
On the
other
in which
hand, Point B corresponds to a
the surface soil is densified without chan
ging the graln size. In this case, the mini
nu effective stress is only 4% of the ini
tial value, and the soil is not suitable to
support a foundation.
The effectiveness of the vibroflotation

foctorsn firstly, the wave configuration suf
ficiently distorts and cocondly,the intensity
(amplitude) of wave reduces.
The quality analysis of films relfecting the
interference pictures of stripes shows that
the increasing
of of
thefal
layer
as
well
as the angle
ing thickness
impulse reduces
the impulse intensity.
In case when acoustic rigidness of layer is
more than the rigidness of main surroundings
the amplitude considerably reduces for all
considered layer thicknesses, and the confi
guration of passed impulse changes. The thin
layers stretches the impulse in time and the

method in minimizing damage due to liquefac
tion was witnessed during the_Ni1gata earth
quake of 1964 (Watanabe,l966)and the Toka
chioki earthquake of 1968 (0hsaki,l970).

There are indications that the effectiveness
can be better explained by the drainage ef
fect than the densification effect.

layers cf inter in capacity shortens the

passed impulse in comparison with the fal
ling one.
In contrast to the case of highmodule layer
the form of passed impulse is analogical to
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s ortens
the

tion of soil induced by earthquakes",Bul.
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time of conoiseness phase not changing the
form of the pulse at the same time.
Experimental material in films of interfe

Ohsaki,Y.(l97O). "Effects of sand compaction
on liquefacticn
during
the Tokachioki 10
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Soils
an Foundations,vo1.
No.2 p.ll2-1128,
Watanabe,T.(l966). "Damage to oil refinery
plants and a building on compacted ground
by the Niigata earthquake and their resto
ration", Soil and Foundation, vc1.6,No»2,

ration
pictures
of stripeshelped
received
in the
result of
this experiment
to get
the
rates of coefficients of wave passing for
the cases of different correlation of layer

acustic
msec rigidnesses and for the main surroun

p.B6-99.
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Received regularities of the coefficient
helps to estimate the efficiency of the
chielding
It sho e layers.
a so thstthe amplitude of passed
wave under different falling angles changes
slightly after passing die layer.
The coefficient c wave passing'through
the layers shows that from the point of re
ducing of wave influence the thickneing c
shielding layers up to the level J'=O,2A is
quite effective:
- reducing upto 45% for the longitudinal
wave in case of horizontal layers.
- reducing upto 60% the intensity of surfa
ce wave P. '
- reducing
upto 75-80% the intensity of
surface wave R.

sent time the computers are used to compile

the tables of the factors for different wall
and back-fill surface angles of slope,coef
ficients of the angles of inner friction of

changes of passing of the longitudinal wave

soil and coefficients of friction‘betU°9D
soil and wall surface. These tables can
efficientl
simplify
the process
calcula
tion.
Soluiions
are also
obtainedoffor
the
case of gentl sloping walls and walls with
relieving slabs (Jskcvlev,l97l). The results
proved
orces can
thatbe
ontaken
a basis
into
of account
this theory
botseismic
in case
of the walls with broken back side or broken
surface
of back-fill
and in con
say tions
other(Jakov
cases
with
complicated
boundary
1gv,1966,197}; Shikhiev,Jakovlev,l972).

It should be noted that the theory c li

miting uslance treats equally all problems
arising in the process of interaction between
structure and soil,which is its great advan
tage. In the USSR on a basis of this theory
the seismic activity can be taken into acocu t
more accurately while determining bearing
capacity of foundations,stability of slopes

Chairman Prof. Sh. Praka h (India)

Thank you Mr.Acopian.

The next in our dlscussion will be lr.
Jakovlev from the USSR

and other problems (Shikhiev,Jakovlev,1968).

lr. Jakovlev will you please.
lr. P.I.Jakcvlev (USSR)
In modern practice soil pressure on the re
taining
under seismic
conditions
is
commonwalls
y`determined
on a basis
of Coulomb's
theory. Hngineering standards of many count
ries permit additional simplifications,the
essence of which is as follows: the existing
soil pressure is assumed equal to a product
of a corresponding value acting at conditions
excluding seismic activity and a certain fac
tor which depends on the strength of an earth
quake. Thus, there are even no attempts made
to take into account the variations of kine
matic and static phenomena connected with
seismic forces origination and apply the data
for the problem involved at given boundary
conditions. This practice does not conform
to the present state of loose medium theory
all the more that the error of Cou1omb's me
thod reaches sometimes, for example,when de
termining passive coil pressure, more than
l00%. Taking into account seismic influence
these errors can be even higher.
The accuracy of engineering calculation un
der seismic ccnditionc can be significantly
improved using the modern theory of safe
stress state. This theory was developed,firsq
by Rankine, Kdtter, Prandtl and then comple
ted by soviet scientists prof. V.V.Sokolovsky
and prof. S.S.Golushkevich.
Currently,on a basis of the theory of safe
stress state prof. F.M.Shikhiev and the au
thor of the presented report (1975) elaborated
a method of engineering calculation of soil
pressure
in back-fills.
This method
takescase
ntc account
seismic forces
in a general
of the retaining wall with inclined rough
back side and inclined surface of back-fill
under
uniformly
load.
The soluti
on
obtained
us ngdistributed
curvilinear
surfaces
of slo
ping contains finite expressions for the di
mensionless factors of active and passive
pressure which were singled out. In the pre
425
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with Broken Free Surface of Back-Fill).
Trudy koordinatsionnyh sovesohaniy po gid
rotehnike, vyp.77.
Shikhiev F.M., Jakovlev P.I.(l968). Raschyot
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tehnicheskih sooruzheniy v seismicheskih
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Chairman Prof. Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you lr.Jakovlev
The 1aet_in our contribution will be Mr.Bo
urges. lr. Bourges will you please.
Ir. F.Bourges (France)
L'augmentation des charges et de la vitesse
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des convois sur les voies passant sur des
remblais edifies sur des sols compressibles
peut conduire a des deflexions incompatibles
avec l'exploitaticn normale de la voie. Ce
probleme se pose pour les voies nouvelles des
trains a grande vitesse traversant des zones
marecageuses. Il se presents aussi su les
lnciennes voies qui ont supports sans domma
ge un trafic moyen pendant plusieurs decen
nies et qui ont'subi des deformations tres
superieures a celles admises habituellement
(qui sont de l'ordre de 2mm) lorsqu'on y a
fait passer des trains lourds atteignant des
vitessee de 120 a 140 km/heure.
Dane le Nord de la France, pres d'Abbevil
le, nous avons recemment etudie le comporte
ment d'une ancienne voie, sous l'accroisse
ment du trafic en charge (utilisation de mot
rices a'6 essieux de 15 a 20 tonnes chacun)
et en vitesse (passage de 80 km/heure a 120
km/heure).
La vcie repcse,par l'intormediairc d'un
ballast de 1 m d'epaisseur, sur une couche
de 10 m de sol tourbeu (melange heterogene
d‘argile,de sable et de tourbe dont la tene
ur en eau varie de 100% a 500%5. Sous cette
couohe compressible, on rencontre la craie
alteree, peu compress1ble,sur 10 m d'epais
seur environ, puis la craie franche a 20 m
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dire que le probleme exists meme sax faibe
les yitesses. Notons que la deflexion est
entierement reversible et s'annule apres
le passage de la machine.
2. On constate (figure 2) que,par rapport
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deLprofondeur.
observation du phenomena a consists a me
surer
au passage
d'un convoi
les deplacements
verticaux,
a differentes
profondeurs
sous la

EE

voie, ainsi que les contraintes dans le rail.
Nous nous contenterons de donner ici quelques
uns des resultats les plus caracteristiques

de ces mesures et d'en tirer quelques premi
eres conclusions. L'interpretation theorique,
en`cours actuellement, permettra de mieu
corner le phenomena et, nous l'esperons, de
proposer des solutions.
L'experience a ete conduits avec une machine
a 2 boogies, chacun d'eux conportant 5 es
sieux de 17.5 tonnes. On a fait varier la vi
tesse de la machine de 40 km/heure a l20km/he
ure. Les deplacements cnt etc mesures a dif
ferents niveau: par rapport au rail: 0,2,50 m,
4,50 m et 8 m de prcfondeur. Les oontraintes
dans le rail ont ete determinees a l'aide de
gauges
U. railsde deformation collees sous le patin
Les principaux resultats peuvent se resumer

ainsi:
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a la derlexion en surface, on n'a plus que
55% de cette deflexion a 4,50 m de proton
deur et 10% a 8 m. n peut conclure que la
demi couche_superieure de tourbe encaisse
la plus grande partie des deformations.
Or, l'etude de la oouche tourbeuse n'a pas
permis de deceler une amelioration des carac
teristiques de la tourbe en proiondeur. On
note que les deflexions mesurees en surface
sont plus de 10 fois celles qui sont couram
ment admises.

1. Ls deflezion marimale mesuree en surface

crolt bien sur avec la vitesse (figure 1)
mais on s'aperqo1t qui meme aux tres faibles
vitesses,cette deflexion doit etre importante
(alors qu'a vitesse nulle,c'est-a-dire pour
ls char e statique, elle est tres faib1e)»

5. Les contraintes mesurees dans le rail
tres fortes: 10 a 12 hbars.
Les mesures ont fourni la ligne d‘influence
des differents easieux. On recherch actuel
30017

lement un models bi-couoha representant les
deux demi-couches de tourbe: 0 a 4,50 m et
4,50 m a 10 m, avec des modules respectifs

A 40 km§heure, on a deja une deflexion de
19 m soit 77% do cells mesuree a 116 kmfhe

ure. la vitesse critique conduisant a une
deflexion prohibitive est inferieure a 40

E1 et E2 differents (E1 < Ez); gn ajugtant
E1 Qt EZ. on essaiera de retrouver la "- lig

km/heure. Avec de telles machines, on peut
426
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ne d’influence eiperimentale. On etudiera f thi 1 t Dr BB ka d

St

ensuite la variation ae cette ngne d'influ.- Sfgitsyg B232 gnolohgimen indnmgg ,,§§§f§§§§1`
ence avec E1 et l'epaisseur hl de la demi
our ecre ary.
couche superieure. On pourra ainsi definir
l'epaisseur
minimale
a
traiter
et
la
resis
tance mecanique (representee par le module
El) a obtenir par ce traitement pour parvenir
a des deflexions acceptables. Le module sta
tique non draine de la couche de tourbe-est

de l'ordre de 12 bars.

Chairman Prof.Sh.Prakash (India)
Thank you lr. Bourges for your discussion.

Professor Barkan, Professor Sinitsyn, la

dies and gentlemen,
You have participated in very stimulating

discussions this after-noon on a subject
which is still in its infancy. The main ques
tions which need further investigations may
now be listed:
(1) Effect of vertical component of ground
motion on the stability of high earth and
rockfill dams.
(ii) Dynamic stresses in soils due to fast
moving trains;
(iii) lwaluation of cushions for vibration
isolation of machines
(iv) Development of simplified procedures
for evaluation of liquefaotion.
v) Liquefaction of soils on slopes.
vi) Stochastic approach to solution of
li uefaction.
%vii) Limitation of existing methods e.g.
vibration table studies, cyclic triaxial and
oscillatory pure shear tests,and correlation
of results of one type with the other.
(viii) Need for newer interpretation of
existing test data on liquefaction.
(ix) Field study of liquefacticn phenome
non.
(x) Vibration transmission due tc collapsing
structures
xi) Soil testing by resonant column method
xii) Use of holography for horizontal and
Xertical
displacements in soil dynamics stu
-030
(xéii) Dynamic compaction of soil upto 10 m

to (xiv)
5 m depths
to improve
their progerties.
Liqusfaction
of stratified
eposits.
I believe it is a good inventory of problems
to work upon till‘we assemble again in Tokyo
for IX International Conference. I am sure you
would support the idea of recommending to
the Conference to allot 1- main session to
the question of "Liquefaction" of soils. This
is clearly indicated by the interest shown by
the house in this topic.
And fina1ly,although to-day is Friday (TGIF,
thank God it is friday),please do not over
sleep.
He assemble
to-morrow
morning
for the
cone uding
sessions.
Before we
disperse,I
shall like to extend our hearty thanks to the
0rS8HiZing Com ittee for excellent arrangements
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MZ lnandakrlshnsn and
N.R. Krlshnasvamy (India)
DITEIIJCIION

A single-degree-of-freedom mass-spr1ng
dashpot analogue with the inclusion of e
Coulomb friction danper has been proposed to
describe the dynamic response of an embedded

footing. A simple procedure by which the
constant frictional force of the Coulomb
friction damping can be evaluated has been

described. The report, ln its present form,
deals exclusively with vertical vibrations.
THE PIDPOSED ANAUBUI

The vertical vibrations of s rlgld footing
embedded ln the soil can be approximated,
for exallple, by the sinplifled analogue
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suggested by Lysmer (3) , which in principle
apply for a footing placed on_ the surface of

soil. With the addition of a Coulomb fric
tion danper F, the differential equation of

0-5

0-00-2
I I0-6
I IIG

motion for an embedded footing can be uri

tten as,

14x+cx+Kx_¢r.g(a) (1)

where the coefficient f viscous damping,

Ce(3,4r3 )/(1-p)

FIG-1 DECREASE OF MAXIMUM

the spring constant,
the constant frictional force of the Coulomb
friction dasping that :ls likely to be mobl
lized as a result of uubedment u I, the
mass and equivalent radius of the base of
the vibrating feotlng are denoted by M and
Io respectively. G.|land f’ _ shear modulus,
Po:l.s‘eon°| ratio and mass density of the
so:|.l below the footing.

AMPLITUDE AT RESONANCE
WITH COULOMB FRICTION
FACTOR

2-L I |

A
steady-state
solution
of lg.exciting
l for the
case
of a constant
slnusoida
force

was given by Den Hartog (1) . The steady-sta
te solutions for the cases of exciting force
due to eccentric rotating masses and cons
tantby
type
of exciting force
been presen
ted
Krishnasvamy
2) in ahas
convenient
form
suitable for purposes of foundation design

and analysis. The solution of Eq.l under
transient
_is possible
by technl
ques suchexcitation
as the phase-p
ans analysis.
The
solution procedure and the analytical
expressions are not presented here, but can
be found in Ref.(2). However, the final
results for the case of rotating-mass-type
of excitation are illustrated ln Figures 1
and 2, for various damping factors, D.

The proposed theoretical model can predict
the dynamic response of an embedded footing
provided
thefor
values
of H,
r , G and
, H soil
Jana
are known
a given
footing
conditions. Accepted procedures are availa

ble to estimate all these parameters except
the constant frictional force, P. A simple

procedure is described below by which, F
can be estimated for an embedded footing.
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FIG.2 INCREASE OF RESONANT
FREQUENCY WITH COULOMB

FRICTION FACTOR

EVALUATION OF CONSTANT FRICTIONAL FORCE

Experim ntal evidence from Novak(4) and
Krishnaswamy (2) suggests that the dynamic
response of an embedded footing depends on

the physical characteristics of the inter
face between the walls of the footing and
the surrounding soil besides the lateral

earth pressure acting normal to the surface
For a footing embedded in a general 'c-¢‘
soil, the total amount of constant inter
facial friction that would be mobilized
during vibrations can be written as,

F“("5KoH2B/f~|~g+C.l'l)L (2)
where Ko - coefficient of lateral earth
pressure at rest, X". bulk density of the
surrounding soil, H - depth of embedment,
ff ¢ coefficient of kinematic wal_l friction
between soil and foundation walls, L _ perl
meter length of the footing, c and ¢ u cohe
sive strength and angle of lntergranular
friction of the surrounding soil, respecti
velys
It has been shown by Krishnaswamy (2) that

e good correlation between the predicted and
observed response of massive concrete foot
ings embedded in soils is possible by adop

ting the values of K° - 0.4, ,af - Tgn (¢/3)

and Ca _ C, ln Eqs 20
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Steady-state vibration tests on massive

concrete feotings reported by Krishnaswamy
(2) indicated a decrease of maximum amplitu
des of motion and increase of resonant
frequencies as a consequence of embedment.

This trend is ln agreement with the proposed
theoretical model. The correlation between
the field test data and the predicted values
by the proposed theoretical model is satis
factory.
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tested by applying upon them the static
loads,forced and free vibrations.The results
Megevcy G.N., Mongolov Ju.V., Stavnitser L.R. have shown that the relation between the
Shaevich V.M., Shekhter 0.Ya. (USSR)
elastic horizontal displacements and the
load is far from being linear
and is of soft
The main defect of the driven piles lies
value of the rigidity
type
character.Thus
the
in the small resistance to the horizontal
coefficient must be corresponding to the li
loads which can be large during the earth
mits of the known displacements. For the sen
quake.Therefore the piles needed to resist
mic conditions the assymptotic values must
the seismic horizcntal`loads are taken of
be used. By the use of the tensopiles it was
ten in much more quantity as compared with
established that the elastic soil pressure
the vertical loads determined by calculation increases with depht in accordance with the
So these piles are far from saving economy.
non linear law having a greater value for
sand solls.But
the clay soils that for the
The improving bf pile behaviour concer
and
hence the hori
the
natural
frequencies
ning the horizontal forces may be reached
influenced by
zontal rigidity of pile are
either by using the piles with great resis
pile depht only when it does not exceed 4-Sm
tance in horizontal direction, or by redu
INVESTIGATION OF PILE FOUNDATION UNDER

DYNAMIC AND SEISMIC LOAD. Barkan D.D.

cing the horizontal loads on the pile. For
the first purpose the piles with considerably
extended cone part may be employed and it ap
pears to be expedient when the relatively
short piles are used. For reducing the hori
zontal loads transmitted to the piles it is
necessary to eliminate the rigid connection
between the piles and foundation,and instead
o that to place between them an intermediate
soil cushion, made of well compacted sand
crush stones,gravel or the soil taken in simi
with this arrangement the horizontal leads
transmitted to the pile are substantively
reduced because the surrounding ground par
ticipate in bearing capacity.
The study of 25 test piles with the inter
mediate cushion was carried out on the loess
loam in situ on a large scale.
Besides this 15 model pile foundations
(scale l:5) have also been tested under dif
ferent soil conditions.The results of these
tests show that the static and dynamic hori
zontal pile displacements and hence the hori
zontal forces on the piles are considerably
reduced with increasing o the cushion thick
ness. With the thickness equal to 40cm the
horizontal pile displacements (as well as the
loads transmitted to the piles) are equal to
the 0,25-0,40 of horizontal foundation dis
placements values (the same is for the loads)
The pile length and the cushion material do
not influence considerably on the horizontal
stresses in piles and their displacements.
Of course the extension of cross section di
mensions reduces the horizontal displace
ments. The horizontal vibration as it was
established has a very little effect cn the
pile settlements.
The experiments with vertical pile loadings
made it possible to establish the character
of the load distribution between the piles
and the groumdsnd the influence of the cushi
on thickness,1ts material,p1le length and its
cross
sectionThe
on the
elastic
and plastic
settlements.
results
of these
tests have
permitted to establish the approximate me
thods for pile designs and their testing.At
the present time these foundations with in
termediate cushion are used for buildings
under different soil condition of the seis
mic regions.
The study of pile rigidity has a great sig
nificance for antiseismic designs.Therefore
the set of the tests on different soils were
carried out in situ.The driven piles were

and they diminish with the depht in this
range.Further it was established that the
horizontal rigidity coefficient in a great
degree increases when the distance between
piles diminishes.In time it also increases
significantly. But when there is a free part
of a pile (above the ground) this coeffici
ent became much smaller and-for instance when
the free part is equal to one meter the natu
ral frequency does not exceed 20% c the va
lue corresponding to the pile completely em
bedded into the soil.
The theory for a cylindric pile in a soil
subjected to the plane horizontal harmonic
waves has been developped. The vertical load
from a building is supposed to be a concent
rated mass applied to the upper end of the

pile. This end is rigidly connected with

a raft foundation.The approximated dynamic

calculation of a pile is developped on the
basis of a discrete model by dividing a pile
into the equal parts.The pressure applied to
the pile from the seismic wave is represen
ted by a step function.Tha problem of fin
ding out the forcesscting on the each part
of the pile is connected with the solution
of a dynamic plane elastic problem about the
interaction between the elastic waves andthe
rigid inclusion embedded into a soil.This
inclusion represents the pile cross section.
Thus we have deduced the expressions for dy
namic displacements,bending moments and tran

sversal forces as functions of the depth and
time.The results of the calculations show
that the P119 length h.B.B B little influgngg
on the above ground building vibrations.

ON AN EXTRA-QUICK SOIL OF VOLCANO-SIDIMENTARY

QRIGIl.Cozzuooli D.,R.lorte:l (Romania)

SUI ARY- In the Vulsinian volcanic district (Latium, Italy) the presence of a number of cla
stlc kes has been related to the liquefaction of an extra-quick soil.The assessment at so
me gegiechnioal and mineralogical properties has pointed sensitivity values as being particuf
larl high, this owing possibly both to the presence of diatom shells in the sediment and to
the lol percentage of true clay minerals in the fraction finer than 2 microns.

This Soil is found in situ to be saturated

.In the Vulsinian volcanic district (Cent
ral Italy) lacustrine sediments are found in
teroalated to the local volcanites.These sed
iments-mainly composed of volcanic ashes and
diatom shells- in the pumice quarries of
Case Collins constitute elastic dykes which
cross the mass of the pumioes. The peculiari
ty of this field situation suggested to the
authors an_investigat1on or tne technical and
mineralogical prbpeities of the original sed
imentary material, in the attempt to explain
the formation of these structures.
T;eThe original'sediment of these dykes was
recognized near the edge of an ancient lacus
trine basin, under a pumiceous bank. It often

shows a clear stratification because of `

glight grain size variations; it can be defi
ned as a sandy silt with a small "clay" frac
tion. The percentage of the particles larger
than 2 mm may reach 4 + 5 % in the coarsest
levels; between 2 and 0.062 mm, the particles
were found to be about 40 %, between 62 and 2
microns about 50 %, while the fraction finer
than 2 microns was generally represented by
less than 10 %.

at 100 %, with low densities ranging from
1.20 to 1.24 g/cm3, a porosity of nearly B0 %
and a moisture content ranging from 134 %_to

146 %: some levels, a few mm thick, may show
higher moisture contents up to 160 %. The
-ranges of the Atterberg limits (see table 1)
are:
WL = 63 + 69, wp = 46 + 49, IP =-17 + 22.
In two samples the percentage of "clay"
fraction resulted 7 % and 10 %, when the ana
lysis was performed so as to preserve the
shells of the diatoms; such percentage rose
up to 12 %' a.nd 15 % respectively, when on the
Contrary the material was remoulded with the

fingers for a long time.
In fig.l we reported the cumulative grain
size curves of sample n.9a obtained with the
two different treatments: we can see the our
ves coinciding for values higher than about
10 microns and splitting only for lower size
values.

For what regards the mineralogical compos

ition of this_sediment, in the fraction coar
ser than 2 microns we found: feldspars (san
idine and plagioclase), clinopiroxenes (prev
ailing diopsidic and egirinaugitic), garnets,
vesuvianite, biotite, anphibole, ze01iteS
(mostly analcime), titanite and mag etite; ir
the larger sizes there are Frequent glass
fragments with a pumioeous structure and li
thic fragments that can be related to volcan
itee of various types. In the fine and medium
silty
we also find numerous diatom
shel fraction
s.
Though the particles finer than 2 microns
did not show evident crystal features at a
diffraotometric analysis, they enable us to

recognize a presence, even though a scarce
one,
of clay minerals,
concerning
the groups
of montmori
lonite, illite
and halloysite.
This has also been confirmed by the results
of the thermal analysis which pointed out a
presence of clay minerals not higher than 20%

of this fraction, including incidental Clay
amorphous species. The remaining BO % of the
"clay" fraction is formed by not yet argilli
fied glass fragments.

||rO
(r)

(11)

1mm 0.1 0.01 0.001
Fig. 1 _ Grain size curve of sample n. 9a
with (r) and without (u) breaka
ge of diatom shells.

In order to calculate the values of activ
ity we referred to the lower percentage val
ues of the "clay" fraction, assuming that
plasticity comes only from the fraction finer
than 2 microns being present in the samples
before their remoulding. In fact samples of
pure diatomites, like those of Riano, North
of Roma, result to be not at all P1aStiC¢ aC

cording to that the silica of the shells of

»43I

these algae bdmaves like quarz that has no
plasticity in the finest sizes (von MOOS,

1.7, justifies the use of the fall-cone. In

1953). In this case, for samples fn. 7a and 961
we obtained the two activity values 2.2 and
2.4 which are veryhigh and certainly not due
to the clay minerals, which appear in the sam

which the cone penetrated repeatedly For 4.5

1938) and therefore hasano activity (SKEMPTOII

such a way we could compute cu maximum values

equal to 2.0 Kg/cm2 in a finer grain size le!
el with a moisture content of 160 74. into

mme

ples in a very low quantity. Such activities
are therefore due almost completelv tn the
-tiny voloanio glass fragments being in the
fraction finer than 2 microns.

It is to be pointed out that deposits of

volcanic origin are frequent in Latium and
they are cwonsidered astuffs showing a clear

plestsloity, activity values iike those des

cribed, and high se'ns:|.tiv:Lty to remoulding.

ln order to determine the sensitivity of

the examined soil, we measured the shear
strength on undisturbed samples showing the
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Fig. 2 - Correlation between unconfined com

pression strength and strength pa
rameter'.

highest uniformity, using unconfined compres
sion tests. From comparison with the results
obtained by the pocket penetrometer, we not

Fig.- 3 - Consistency curves from vane and

fall-cone tests at various moist
ure contents for sample n. 9b.
The shear tests were always performed per
pendicularly to the stratification; unconfin
ed compression tests performed on samples tal£

iced both the uniformity of the tested mater
\1al and the coincidence of the values obtain

en parallel to stratification showed a reduc
tion of the resistence, e.g. from 0.88 to

ed in_ the two _kinds of tests. That allowed ug.
to extend the measures, by the pocket pene1;_

0045 KyCT|'\2o

rometer, evento those .Levels not sufficiently
thick to carry on the unoonfined compression

tests. For those' levels too thin to be tested

even bl’ the POCl<et penetrometer, we used a
fall-cone weighing 400 grams with a cone ang

le of 30 degrees; in fig 2 diagram the

strength parameter, 'Cpar (HANsBo, 1957) of

fall-cone tests are compared with the results
of unconfined compression and pocket penetrgm

eter tests. The uniformity of the ratio _

1.30` ='Upar
LQ =
_s1_
‘Upar
between the two series of values, equal to

The shear strength values on renoulded sag
ples were obtained by laboratory vane tests
and compared with ,the results of a fall-cone
weighing 6.6 grams with a cone angle of 60
degrees. The shear strength in the vane test

was 7.5x1O"'5 Kg/cm2ofor theosample n. 9b,
with an average moisture content of 139 74%

the corresponding strength parameter resulted
to be 2,35x10-5 Kg/Cma, with a very low ratio
k50 ~of 0.03. Considering these results, the
two kinds of test were repeated at lower moig
ture contents leaving the sample to dry in
the air and without adding water. Results are

reported in figs. 3 and 4. we can notice that

1<30 and kgo have very different values at dif

ferent moisture contents, reaching maxima in
correspondence with the liquid limit.
The remarkable fluidity in the remoulded

material can at least partially be referred
to the breakage of the diatom shells.

| 1 | | I | i l | kao'

'100

k60

-0.8

kso

The particularly high smsitivity of the
te tested soil allows us to suppose that the

lake deposits lying under Case Collina pumic
eous materials intruded into the upper masses
in the form of elastic dykes along discontin

uity surfaces, in relation to a sudden volcan
ic event.
It is worth pointing out here that we find
quite a different sedimentation environment
for the extra-quick soils, considering that
these soils can generally be Found in the pe
riglacial environmmts. The con1m0n element of
the two kinds of geological environmmt is
the presence, of different genesis, of a high
percentage of non-clay minerals of less than
2 microns in diameter.

-0.6

W Ou(undisturbed)
(Ks/CIH2) Cu(remoulded)
(Ks/C112 S t

-0.4

139 0.9 7.5x10'5 12000
146 -1 .1 5.5X1O'5 20000
160 2.0 2.5x10'5 80000

°O.2

4 60
4 1B01100
e o120
| e w1 (x)
O
Fig. 4 - 1:30 and kgo values versus moist
ure for sample n. 9b.

Because of the difficulties due to the flu
idity of the material, the falling of the co

Table 2 - Sensitivity values of various
parts of sample n. 9b.
It is shown that sensitivity increases,

for a given sediment, with decreasing VBJ.U.€5`
of plasticity index (HIERRUM, 1954); thus

this increase can be explained by the p|\egen_
ce of non-clay minerals into the "clay" fr-ac
tion. '1‘he extremely soft' structure observed

can be related to this presence.

ne was measured observing the mark of the mat

erial on the cone after a very quick deepen
ing; the following table 2 shows the sensiti
vity values obtained in tests performed on
various parts of the sample n. 9.

sample n. 7a 7b 9a

WL
69
69
63
VP 49 47 46

IP
20
22
17
w T39 140 1 34
IL 4.5 4.2 5.2

74 < 2p. 10 7

(undisturbed)

75 < 2 /A 15 12

A 202 2.4

(remoulded)

Table 1 - Physic properties of samples n.
7a, 7b and 9a.
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BEHAVIOUR OF SUBGRADE SOIIS UNDER SURFACE

PULSING LOAD. ll.Goldstein,L.Lapidus ,O.Reani

kov, V.Storo;|enko,N.Sinaevslq.
SYNOPSIS. The influence of the -pulsing load

on the shear strength of different soils and
the swelling and consolidation processes was
investigated. The design coefficients for
the transition from the static shear strength
to the weariness strength limit are estab

lished. The dynamic load action results :Ln
reducing the swelling process speed and in
stopping the clay consolidation. The loam'
soilswith
are compressed
onlytime.
partly in compari
son
the static con
'The investigations were conducted using the
electromagnetic pulse-loading apparatus. A
frequency and d.uract:l.on of the loading was
prcgram controlled.
The angle
ofunder
dynamic
internal
friction
saturate
clays
triaxial
UU-test
wasof
much less :Ln static tests and often was equal
even_to zero. In this tests the frequency was
equal to 1 herz and the loading duration 
to 0,2 sec. The results remained the same un
der
2-5consolidation
times frequeng
variation.
The
a swelling
were inves
tigated :Ln the cdometers. The regime was just
as in the real railway subgrade under the
live load action: each 200 cycles of the pul
sing load were followed by the 15 minuts rest.
The ccnsistence limits of the tested sails
were: the clay- w,u5B,5$; wp=3l.8%; the
l0&||\ - U-|-= 25,6%, |p:15,7$.
The relative swelling was equal to 15-15%
under
static
teststoand
pressure
equal
1,25-7,3$
kg/cmunder
. 'Jhe pulsing
cl swel
ling
pressure
was
equal
to
1,0
kg/omg?
the load was not more than 0,7-1,0 kg/cmlgen
the swelling was going on both during the
rest period
gulszlng
load ac
tion.
Underand
theduring
greatertheloa
the swelling
took
place only during the rest periods.
The the
consolidation
crfasthe
clayaswas
when
pulsing load
large
2-5absent
kg/cm2
was acted during 50-l(X> hours. From date re
ceived :Ln these ex eriments the reliable con
clusions could be grawn about the values of
design parameters for the dynamic of sci ls
analysis.
The dynamic test of loam soils showed quite
different results. No swelling occured under
pulsing load, in spite of great swelling un
der static conditions. On the contrary the
consolidation of the loam under pulsing load
come to an'end wore quickl than under the
static load. But the soil density values af
ter the dynamic consolidation are less than
after the compression under the static load
of the sane magnitude. It was noted that ad
ditional ccmpression under smaller static
pressure
took fLlaoe
ression was
iahed.after the dynamics cup
Due to the short duration of the each load
cycle the density of the subgrade cohesive
soils don't increase. Sc the spherical com
ponent of the dynamic stress tensor don't
influence on, the internal friction and the

soil resistance to the deviator depends cn
ly on the cohesion. Really, our experiments
have confirmed that the angle of internal
friction of clayey soils under the pulsixg
loads was practically equal to aero
The loading cycles number results in
decreasing
the unconfined
gjynamic
strength
(dynamic cohesion)
diminis
ng to the
wea
riness limit. The wearihess limit for the
loamfor
is the
approximateq
equal
to (O,5-0,6
63
and
clay -O, 6',¢_
(6'¢-the
unconfine
quick strength).
Accordingly :Ln the dynamic stabiliw ana
lysis of the road subgrade the dynamic soil
strength
must be taken equal to tm weari
nese
init.
The ultimate bearing capacity analysis of
the
railroadequi
subgrades
onabove
me theory
of limiting
ibrium based
and the
desc
ribed data on the dynamic soil strength
have shown satisfactory coincidence with
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the field observations. '

our case this frequency is equal to l5Hz.The
tests show that the greatest values of the
nufwrne snr. sa;-kan n.D.e¢1ubrsov¢ l.N.(USSR) ratio Az/A, correspond to the interval of
4-l2Hz, maximum being at 7Hz. Beferencing to
To determine the seismic properties of so the Figure it can be seen that the general
shape of the curves Az/AF at the different
ils lying near to the surface and considerab §O1DtB
of thedecreases
soil surface
is the
quitedistance.
the same,
ly'1 luencing
upon
theinintensity
ofbeen
seismic
ut this ratio
with
forces
the expe
ments
situ have
car
ried out.For thlspurpcsethe steady state
The above-mentioned results may be used
harmonic waves with different frequencies
for
the evaluation of the effect of the
(of 4 to 20 Hz) were excited by means of the
soil
condition on the intensity of the seis
inertia type vibrator placed on the soil sur mic forces
developped on the soil surface
and they confirms the perspective of u19_
face
and producininthe
vertical
The vibrator
excit g force
was 5vibrations.
tons.
of the steady-state wave to the
The soil was represented by different lay application
investigation
of the soil seismic properties.
ers of Macropcrous loams o hard consistency,
'mm smumr or nssonmcs PROPERTIES or sou. on

of sand and of sandy clayey soils.The water
level was below 20 m.
The vibrations were registered by means of
the vibrograph VEGIK on the vibrator founda
tion and on the soil surface (vertical and
horizontal components) at the different dis
tances from the source (5 to 100 m). The ma
xim m amplitude o the vibrator foundation
Ulllne
As result of these experiments the wave
propagation
velocity
as well
as the
their
damping
function of
a distance
from
source
have been found.
The principal attention was paid to the re
sonance properties o the test site soils.The
test data allowed us to plot the resonance
curves
of the foundation-soil
and as
ccnsequence_to
determine thesystem
re ationships
between the vibration amplitudes of the soil
at the different points from the source and
the frequencies.Besides the values of the
soil amplitude and the source foundation amp

litude ratio (As/A, ) as function of the fre

quencies have been determined.
Tho relationship between the ratio As/A;

at the different pulnb show that the soil sur
face layer has the resonance frequencies
which do not coincide with the resonance
frequency of the soil foundation system.In
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Nous avons recherche eu thaoria le mesure

R,dependéa de ls prassion en l'inJaoteur at
de son rayon. Cette mesure est un rayon di
rije
en haut da 1'inJacteur,qui nous appla
rons "ort"

H= -f-zo cn
Ou K' - poids volumetrique de ooilis.
La changement temporal de le nature da oou
lislnous pouvons exprimar a l'a1da de visco
sita da coulis,au antae pendant la temp da
formation du gal ége T a ho).
est figs (pour
ls dependence
du temp t et de
la Ilvisoosite
KI-5)

82;/¢_“-1
_Ze
9’$» /"' *z

N-nombre d'orifioes

ru- rayon d'orifioa
A l'aide de fonotions at da "orta" nous
avona reoneronéa la formule,le randamsnt
da pompe, assures le prass on donnaa»

Q= £L?2'.f_ R2 (9)
et le formula de volume das sole oonsolidea
autour de 1'i|J,'|00t0\.‘l.'

v= 4>Tn5Q (10)

Cettaa formula pauvent etre utilise pour
nottament, pour 1'1nJeotion des coulis e
1'side d'in3aoteures heurisontauxf

le projat da la consolidation des sols et,

ra* '

Le metode da superposition at la metode da
ohnngamant des regimes stetionneiras nous ont.
donnee les formulas dee reyons da ls diffup
sion ooulis depend du temps et de ls pression

u, A/7 f,~ffQf*f<,

constant dal injeoteur

4.

kg!Zg'F _ €§;

n Q08 ` U/

ou Kb-indiqué
coefficient
de parmeabilite du sol
e 1'au
- visooiaité d' aux

ooulis I

- porosité de sole
qi- fonction de diffusion du rayon de
f’- fonation de ohsngement de visoosita
Beit R >>Z° r pour le.rayon dirige en hsut

(E: 56" ki; `? (4)

pour la rayon dirige en bas

`r* _r~I _art

‘Cf 5~°=f<=f5¥ <5>

¢,=Z~L_,-?

pous le coulis 1mpondereb1;3

au 5/=-;=;UQé(QV/-02+azCS/`n@) (7)

salt o<o,5 fi-o auffisment preaise.

edt e as d e

a.¥%mine§ is %2.%§B,°23°E°%ne§°{3”tB3?p%%§

que
determiner
le ragon
(3). tabular et repre
Pour
cola il faut
’abord

senter grefique las fonotions (4,5,6,7).
La difference entra,le rayon prstique at
la rayon caloule est negligaable an cas, s
la pression en 1'inJecteur n‘est pas demoli
le sole.
En utilisant les injaoteurs perforas, nous
davons
P1 pourchanger
oslculerla1 prassion
injectionP per la preasion

_ ferr <f=>

P? _ 25221 ‘J
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cA1/cuLA'1~roNs OF Excess Pom-: wA'rsn

Due to the presence of water in- soil pores and the
impossibility of attaining irreversible strains in the
sol! skeleton under short-term loads /1/, the rate of

Pnsssunss IN SATIRATED sous urmsn

D¥N¢%l\/IIC EFFECT .

P.l.Gorelyshev, A.r.smurn@k, L.A.rs:is1er (u.s.s.R.)

The paper presents a calculation example of excess
pressures under vertical vibrations of a saturated
soll layer taklrg into account variations in the stress
straln state ot' the soil skeleton under dynamic loads
and test data on the accumulation rate of irreversible
deformations in the above condition. Analysis was
based on the data obtained from testing a saturated
sand specimen of 1 m diameter and 3 m high at a
value
of _fga(averaged
equal to
1.49 gm/cm
D u O,3),over
the the
testsheight
beingand
performed
on a large shaking table with vtbratlonfrequency
I - 10 cps and acceleration dv I 0.2 g at the Dnep
rodzerzhlnsk Branch of the Ptll-Union Research Insti
tute of Hydraulic Engineering. A value of Bae skeleton
reversible strain, E°, was taken as a fundamental
parameter characterizing the soil stress-strain state
ln dltferent points of the specimen over the height.
For the case under investigation (a small value of
the permeability coefficient and an almost complete

saturation) the above value of £, ls deined chlefly
by water elastic properties and is independent of the
skeleton static stress state. In the condltlons corres
ponding to the above S,- 0.16~1O'5x , where 1 

decrease in the static stresses in the skeleton

and the consequent increase in the pore water pres

sure
a represented
by the relation
°%t 
.%t I(P)
K|'Epf
|,5,,'t) . Experiments
on a small

size shaking table have shown that the elastic mo
dule, Ks , is dependent on 61 . This relation is pre
sented ln Fig. 1. Surplus pore water pressure (U )
for a 3 m thick specimen of sand were calculated

using the non-uniform consolidation equation

U 9*l.| _ P(°',£Jr-H
tg <f=>
Zz-°‘..=-‘

The average value of e' which proved to be equal

to 1000 cm/sec vras defined from tests performed on
a large scale shal-drg table (Dneprodzerzhinsk
Branch of the All-Lhlon Research Institute of Hydra
ulic Engineering) according to the consolidation time
of saturated sand after the removal of dynamic load.
The value Udj) was calculated by the Ernite differ
ence method under zero initial and upper boundary
conditions. On the boundary I » 3 m it vias assumed

\25 ,

that aubx - 0. Charges in G; were dedned for

each time step, and values of Ks (X) and 6” (K)

depth of a point in the soil specimen In Ill- . Investiga
tions of accurnulation rate of irreversible volumetric

strains (Er) in soil skeleton for the prescnbed va
lues or £,(;¢;, f - 10 cps and gc - 1.49 g,/¢m3
according to sta load ( and vibration time (f),
were carried ou small-slze shaking table with spe

cimens of 16 cm ln diameter and 6 cm in height 'Ihe
statlc load was simulated by loads ensuring the ne
cessary values of 6; and £» by an appropriate _
choice of the load mass and acceleration of the shak
ing table vlbratlon. This testing procedure reproduces
more closely natural conditions of a soil element dyna
rric loading than the currently used method of non
inertia loads. The_expqrlmenlal results can be present

d-- u~.u 5=g(¢;£n-.\tvw\._.A.

?O,(?~;_;.O'13
gud tl-noe )é,,;1,PE,)ls plott
ed
in Fig. 1.

were corrected using the plots shown in F`Lg.1. Calcu
lation results are presented in Fig. 2 together with
the
surplus pressure values obtained by testing
- 'fl rn #|nCnl» »-gvrfl-1-rail nnnnirnnn

0 as 4/0 M 420 E25 10%
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Fig. 2 Surplus pressure distribution over the depth

.
5|
M'

of a 3 m thick specimen [or different time

,M_ 40_ és:08

Jw' £016 %

moments. (-1 calculated,----- tested)
The analytical and experimental data are in fair ag

reement. Some discrepancy ln data may be attri
buted to a possible non unifor of the specimen
and the time necessary to set oscillations of the
shaking mme ( ~ 1.5 sec) which were not included

'GM' /z* Eel!

mn 48 0 fav

in computation. The calculation method proposed may
also be modified for non-unifonn soils and more corn
plicated cases of static and dynamic loading.

_ _45,_6'x£
0 qs_ful
ala 45_4:0
he
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half-space by Reissner (1936), Barltan (1962),
Agarwal et al. (1971) etc. had amply corrobo

V13RATI0l3'_0F HLOHIIE IUUHDLTIOIS. 3.I.G‘llhl

lfjedpathak. PTJ']esai, STUTEa.-.mal (India)

rated the influence cf elasticity cf half

central Water end Power Research Btatlon,

room. had undertaken GUILD# the last HOOIGO

or so extensive prototype vlbratlcn surve on

about thirty massive machine foundations (both
block and frame type) founded on various types
of soil ln Indie in order to compare the
experimentally observed vibration intensities
with those theoretically calculated ones
(Barkan, l962_) and also to evaluate, in quan
titative
terms, the influence of type of soil
on observed foundation vibrations.

loace. linhanohent of vibrations of block
foundation on elastic half-space could l1l0
be explained from soil amplification factor
(Kami et al.. 1966) following analomv in '
earthquakes. ln absence of exact theory of
frame foundation founded on elastic |1811

s e, the following soil amplincatlon factor,
JB, of Kauai has been used and ooulo reason
ably explain the relative enhsnoment of
v1'tu.-ations of frame foundation founded on

elastic
ey
,A lhalf-space
V

`-V1 7 V,
, »-.Z‘ "7 9. ; ‘A
" K ‘V 'sv ’/J VM ff'/' ".

Suitable experimental set-ups comprising
Philips
Electrodynamic
pick-upsSprengnether
with recording
cscil ographs
three-component
Seismographs (150 and x500) etc. were used to
measure the vibrations at the foundations when
machines were working under normal conditions.
Vibration measurements on block foundations
founded on soft soil, weathered and compact
rock etc. have conspicuously revealed redo
minant lnfluence OI type of soil on vlgratlons
Vibrations of foundations resting on sort soil
are accentuated several times more than those
resting on compact rock speclally in case OI

' ' 45 . ./I( ‘:

where, T is the predominant period of site or
microtraor period, T - period of earth waves
;f1</. -0; 4 and V ,Y Blilif .rg are velocities and

116118115105 of O%GT%I|1'G0l boil laver (sub

script-l) and of fu?-stratum rock (l'llDl0T1Pf°2L
whgn Q . 43/11, G T -j gp, Ip,” at resonance.

In order to verify
theG(T
efficacy
of the soil
ampllncation
factor,
, in explaining

enhanclnsnt
of type
vibration
intensity
both 
block
and frame
rcundatlone,
G T)ofvalues
cuputed fra above equation, for various
assmed parameters or local soll conditions
stations has revealed that the observed ampli at respective sites and the amplification
tudes of vibrations in the horizontal compo
factors observed from the actual prototype
nents are comparable to those 111 vertical cm measuraents on both block and frame type
ponent. On the contrary, theoretically compu foundations, are found to be of similar order
ted amplltudes of vertical vlbretlons are
(between 1 and 3). Corrected vibration ampli
generally much larger than those experimentally tudes or foundation could thns be l 1 0(1)
observed while the computed amplitudes ox
where 'A' ls the computed amplitude of frame
horizontal vibrations are much smaller than
foundation according tc present theory of non
the experimentally observed ones (Guha et al. ,
yielding
type ofEY!
ch.asThus,
the soil
flcatlnn factor,
obtained
fromangli
te
1973). These descripancies may suggest that
the various assumptions involved in theore
above method can easily be applied to assess
tical analysis of trams foundations may not be the relative increase :Ln vibration intensity
fully valid in assessing dynamic behaviour of
of macnlne
zcunoatmns
on various
frame foundations. However, in such cases
types
of -.soil
(Guha et resting
al., 1 73).
theoretical computations have been done
REFERENCES:
assuming non-yielding rock formations and
hence do not provide any rational method for
obtaining influence of type of soil on the
Agarwal, S.P. et al. (1971), "Vibration Studies
vibrations of frame foundations. The results
of large Indian
Compressor
Foundations
Restingew
on
of theoretical oomputat ions would thus reason Soils",
Geo-technical
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ably ccrrespond to compact rocky formations.
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As the frequencies of these machines are
generally
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cps) vibration
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conspicuously
as the
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"Vibration
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Earthquake intensity on very soft soil could
Bone s.x.
Thermal
Power
Stations
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accentuate upto ten times or so of its value
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on compact rock formations. Kauai et el.
(1966) had made extensive theoretical and
Kenai, I. et sl. (1966), "0bserhat:I.on of Strong
experimental investigations on amplification
Earthquake Motions in Hatsushiro Area, Part-l
character of soil layer during earthquake and
(Empirical. Formulas of Strong Earthquake
had developed quantitative method for estima
Moticns)", Bulletin of Earthquake Research
ting ampllfication factors for various types
Institute, Tokyo University, Vol.44. los.8-4,
of soil. Earthquake response spectra are also
largely dependent on soil character and could
thus quantitatively explain influences of soil Reissner, E. (1936), "Stationary axially
layers on damages to structures. Theoretical
Sy-metric Vibrations of Hcmcgenecus Elastic
and experimental results of vibrations of
Half-space, Created by a Vibrating Mass", Ing.
low frequency machines (helssner. 1936: BBIIBD.
1962). Similar extensive prototype vloratlon
survey on trams foundations in th6Tl8.|. power

ppc '

rigid foundation block resting on elastic
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H ASUREH NTS OF DYNAHIO PORE PRESSURE

nv PILE DRIVING _K..ISHIHARA (JArAn5"
INTRODUCTION

Host of the works ever done for assessing the
likelihood of liquefaction of the ground during
earthquakes are based on the information of sand
behaviors obtained in the laboratory test on dis
turbed samples. Since there are several factors,
such as relative density and cementation effect,
which make it difficult to simulate exactly the
field conditions in the laboratory samples, it
would be necessary to develop some vibratory test

procedures that can be operated in the field. In

view of this, an attempt was made, in a reclaimed
sand depms t in'Chiba,,Japan, of measuring the
increase in pore pressure caused by the vibration
due to driving of compaction piles (lshihara-Mitsui,
1972). Subsequently, the similar tests were done in
Tokyo, but this time in the sand deposit of alluvial
origin. This rnpnrt describes the performances and

results of the test.

TEST PERFORHANCES

to about l.O m above the point of measurement and

then decreased faily acutely as the pile passed by.
The pore pressure changed almost in accord with the

acceleration. There are good reasons to believe
that, once the pore pressure decreases the densifi
cation of the sand occurs and the virgin state of
the deposit is destroyed. Therefore, if the_lique
faction potential in the virgin state ie of concern
it is necessary to pay attention to the pore pres

sure behaviors at the stage where it still is in
creasing. The amplitude of vertical acceleration

at the time when different pore pressures were
reached for the first time was read off from Fig.5
and replotted in Fig.6 against the corresponding
pore pressure. The average data points in Fig.6
are approximated by straight lines, and the blow
counts obtained at the depths where pore pressures
were measured are also indicated. Similar data
obtained in the previous test under approximately
identical conditions on a reclaimed deposit in
Chiba (1sn;|_ha1-a-Mitsui, 1972) are also plotted in

Fig.6. It is seen that the magnitude of accelera
tion required to induce a certain pore pressure
increases as the blow count of the layer increases,

The playground of Takasago Middle School located in

the lowland area of Tokyo was chosen for the test

site. The place, consisting of a natural levee
deposit, has a soil profile as shown in Fig.l. The
whole deposit consists of fine sands except that a
layer with greater silt parting is sandwiched
around the depth of 4.5 m. The grain size distri
butions of the sands at three depths are shown in

Fig.2.

The test project involved the use of a 30 cm in
diameter pile driven by a vertically acting vibrator
Lu produce vibration in the ground. At the distance
of 1.0 m from the location at which the pile was to
be driven, three bored holes were drilled, as shown
in Fig.3(a), each to the depth of 4.5, 7.0 and 10.0
m, and a cylindrical capsule whose profile is shown
in Fig.4 ws.s placed at the bottom of these holes
after washing out the fines and then backfilled
with the sand. The capsule weighing 16.2 kg encases
a piezometer and a vertical accelerometer and has
many small holes round the side wall to permit free
drainage of water to and from the adjacent sand

deposit. A cone-shaped tip is attached to the end
to help the capsule pushed upright into the bottom
soil. After all these arrangements had been fin
ished, pile driving was started using a 30 ton vib
rator operating with a frequency of 17 Hz. The pore
pressure and vertical acceleration as they changed
during pile driving were picked up electrically and
recorded On oscillograph papers. Similar tests were
performed repetitively four times under identical
conditions at the same test lot.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig.5 shows the variation of excess pore water pres
sure and accelerations with time. The pore pressure
fluctuates within each cycle with the mean value

shifting away from the static pressure. It is this
shift divided by the initial effective overburden
pressure that is plotted in F1g.5, The depth of
pile penetration is also shown in Fig.5 against
elapse of time. Fig.5 shows that the acceleration
reached its maximu when the pile was driven down
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Fig.2 Grain size distribution of the sands

this kind is quite different between these two

series. In explanation, a greater acceleration is
required in Tokyo test site than in Chiba site to

raise the same proportion of pore pressure, arthough
the density of the deposit as represented by blow
count is supposedto be the same. This consequence
seems to indicate that there are some factors relat
ed with the pore pressure characteristics which can
not be accounted for by the N-value alone. At the

current state of knowledge, it is difficult to
define the factors, but it will be interesting to
see the apparent differences which prevailed be
tween the two test conditions. First of all, the

alluvial deposit in Tokyo is considered several
hundred years old or even older, whereas it was only
about one year after reclamation that the test was
run in Chiba. The age effect as possibly represent
ed by cementation and the like may account partly
for the difference. Secondly, the ground water
table in Chiba site was located about 0.5 m below
the ground surface, whereas at the Tokyo site the
water table was about 1.5 m deep. The difference
in the level of water table seems to come out more
predominantly than it is taken into account by
dividing the pore pressure by the effective over
burden pressure.
CONCLUSIONS

Pore pressure measurements performed during vibratory

pile driving into a saturated alluvial sand deposit
have shown that there exists an unique relationship
between the blow count and the acceleration level
required to develop a given pore pressure near the
driven pile. This relationship was established for
the alluvial sand at Tokyo ta siteend compared-with
the similar relationship obtained in the previous
test on the reclaimed sand in Chiba. The comparison
has disclosed a difference in pore pressure develop
ment potential between these test sites which can
not be explained by the difference in blow count
alone.
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Fig.4 Capsule for pore pressure and
acceleration measurements

but the rate of increase in required acceleration
appears to be different between the two series of
tests being considered. To clarify this point
further, the accelerations required to raise the
pore pressure by an amount equal to say 10% of the
effective overburden pressure were read off from
Fig.6, and plotted in F1g.7 versus the correspond
ing blow count. Good correlation between the blow
count and the acceleration seems to exist within

each of the test series, but the relationship of

(1) Ishihara K. and Mitsui S., "Field Measurements
of Dynamic Pore Pressure during Pile Driving",
Proc. International Conference on Hicrozonation
for Safer Construction, University.0f Washing
ton, Seattle, Vol.II, 1972, pp.529-544.
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Fig.6 Relationship between pore pressure
and vertical acceleration

VERTICAL ACCELERATION Q/g

Fig.7 Vertical acceleration required to

increase pore pressure by 10% of
the effective overburden pressure

BAND LI UEFKCTIUN ‘ID ITB ANALYSIS AB FITIGUB

for Niigata, the value of ka0 is adapted, however
for design purpose for important projects ka-2.0
may be used with such larger safety.
Since those S-I curves are obtained through coas

PBE5&5i !.!1saw'a lwasahi (aspen):
CHARACTERISTICS U SAID LIQlTll'ACTI0ll

Soma characteristics of the sand liquefaction ob
tained by laboratory tests by many investigators
show that the liquefaction is a special type of
the fatigue failure of undralned saturated sands
under cyclic loading condition, Ihese characteri
stics of liquefaction ccamom to general fatigue
phenomenon are;
1. Without significant plastic deformation satu
rated sands fail under cyclic loading."
2. Cyclic shear stress with an amplitude smaller
than the static shear strength causes failure.1)
3. The stress amplitude becoles smaller, the sum
ber of cycles required to cause failure becomes
larger.1
K, With the same sand, by the same method of tes

ting, there are some scatterings ln the test
results.

tant stress amplitude tests, it could not be app
lied directly to random stress case like in earth
quake motions. lb analyse such random stress ef
fects on the fatigue failure using S-I curves ob
tained by constant stress amplitude tests, it is

common and convenient to define the Life of the
material to be 1.0 before loading and become to
aero at the failure. If the material is loaded ni
times with a constant stress mplitude S1 with
which N, tiles loading causes failure of the mat
erial, the Life of the material is assumed to ds
crease from 1.0 tc leovlmas If some random st
resses with various amplitudes of S1, S2,..,Sk
are applied with number of loadings of nl, n2..nk
respectively, the Life of the material left after
these random loadings is assumed by the following

equation( J) . k

ll
L11
1.0
. [ml 'sl-Z -- (3),

S-I CURVE FOR UIDBAIIED SATURATED SAND AID ITS
FAILURE

The Peacockl
results pf are
cyclic
simple in
shear
byexam
Seed
and
replotted
fig.tests
l as as
ple of S-I curve for liquefactioa and-can be ex
pressed by the following equation (1).

Hhen the value Life decreases to aero, the fatlgy
ue failure is assumed to occur.

OA V
I JY
%-F. 0 T . '

Using shear stress history in the ground based on
the accelercgrams recorded at tha liquefied area
in lligata city, an analysis cf sand llquefactioa
as fatigue failure is shown below;
In Niigata city the area was divided into 3 aonee
according to the earthquake d mage| A-sons: lo
damage, B-sons: Light damage, C-acne: Heavy dena
ge, shown in Fig. 2.2)

Al ANALYSIS OF LIQUEFACTIOI Il IIIGASA 0? 196k AS
IATIGUE FAILUR .
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where,

jf; cyclic
stress applied on the potential
failureshear
surface.
GJ;
verticalfailure
effective
stress
applied
on thecyclic
po
V tential
surface
before
loading
stress.
RJ; relative density of the sand.
N g number
the applied cyclic stress required
to causeoffailure,

Fig.2 Damaged Zones in Niigata

The profile of the pectioa B-8' is shown 1n Fig.5.
The difference among these aonee are that while C
sane shows verp high water table with very lease
sandy ground, A and B scnos consist of loose sand
with different water tables. Hater table ln B aone

was very high as in C acne hut A zone showed rath

er low ground ater tahle(ses Fig.}).

$19
g parameters
Assuming
that ..ol and Q are constant and that the

scattering depends mainly on a probablistic para

20 A-z°,,, Fig.3 Profile of the Section along S- 5'

meter U'whlch shows normal distribution. Those
constants and parameter are estimated by nonline

"l

ar regression analysis, The standard dlviation of
D' is 0;0l} and the B-I curve is expressed by the
following equation (2).

2 B-Zone

'C= _:.
o 23
To_0'7| +o.o|3k <21
UD 12.1 Nm

*-0

ka
2.0 ” "955
ku-2.0
H

where he 0.0 for probability of failure N!

-r

In this study of liquefaction analysis applied

“LT

Accelerograms are shown in Fig. N recorded at the
443

In C-none,the same proce- |_if'g

Fig-4 Record of Ground Acceleratlone
durlng Niigata Earthquake

dures
are applied
ta vari- 0 l.0 .5 O
ons
depths
obtain
Tho variation
ofto
Life
with Life. c_z°n.

6 5 lbquiio- 'is%do
__
églfm, Bscement of No-2 Apt-Build-)

depth at several times are

computed and shoun in Fig `
. 7. AlsoofLnLife
the Fig,
7,
`
variation
Rd2-are
sone and
for for
A Bnone

ns can (along snort axle ot me bulkllnal
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shown.. They indicate 'that ‘45°/5 ;

un cow*
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CV none of heavy damage 4°
area liquefied
at about
8 4‘ "6.0
'
sec.
at the depth
between
|»a.nd8m,D|onehadal- *___

sw camp- odd lfeionolonocxui H ' 1

nost liquefied, while A E u
nonecorresponds
did not liquefy,
shi- with
"'6_ Lg
cb
well
3

base of an apartment building at Iawngishi-cho,
Niigata, where many buildings were tilted heavily
without structural damage due to liquefaction of
the ground. It should be recognized that the acce
lerograms change their shapes after 10 sec.. The
doainent high frequency components snddenl dis
peer and then rather low' frequency movesents take

the degree
ofneu.
daaagelpb£ _cr
eu-ua
an the
CGHCLUSIOR.
0-39 3 50% 1

I IP

It is proposed that since 3
liquefaction of saturated ___

place especially for HB component wh!.ch`co1n¢.ides

the short axis of the building. This abrupt change
of the motions say be explained as the rocking mo
tion about the long axis of the building was st
rongly induced after the ground was liquefied and
become “Very soft foundation". hose surface acce
leration records were used to estisate shear stre
ss hlstory in the ground of lliigata area. Assuming
horinontal motions are nainly due tc vertically
transmitted BH-saves, the wave notions in the gro
und may be calculated frm knoun surface motions
by multiple reflection nethod.. An example of the
calculated shear stress history for the depth of
5 m below the surface in C none is shown in Fig.5»
Hater table in C some was about 'l m below the sur
face. Standard penetration test results in Niigata
shows that subsurface of 5 -10 n thick has relati
ve density about ho - 'D I.
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nonlinear F|g.7 Change of Vorlctlon of Llte with
"3""1°" -Timo In three Zones
n analysis
, 8-I curves with probability of failure for a
simple shear test results are obtained.
Life of the saturated sand ulier cyclic loading
is defined and a method to estimate the fatigue
analysis for llquefaction is proposed.
Fatigue analysis for liquefacticn applied for
liigata earthquake of l96§» showed good agreements
with observation in the field.
The author is grateful for useful discussions lith

5:03 zmor Stress History at Depthsm

naming one weight of and 1.85/cn3 above cnc
water table and 2.0g/cm) below the water table,
effective
overburden
pressures
arecyclic
calculated.
Bince
it uns
proposed
) that the
stress re
quired to cause liquefaction under level ground
condition in the field would be about loo -SOS high
er than those shown in Fig. 1, |051 higher level of
B-I curve than in Fig. 1 is used to analyse the
liquefaction in this study. The estimated Life of
the saturated sand 5 m below the surface in C sane
is calculated and shown in fig. 6. The Life decre
ases with time fron 1.0 to nero when the fatigue
failure takes placa about 8 sec.

Prof. H..B.Beed,
IBFBEHCES.
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IDNG MACHINE FUJNDAHGB GV FIEICIBLE SOILS.

P.I£arasudh.1. (Thailand)
INTRODUCTION

The author participated in two studies (Karasudhi et
al, 1970 and 1972) on the dyn mic response of long
machine fourdations on flexible soils. The first
study concerns with thick fourriations directly sup
porting the machines, while the secord one discusses
single-story machine frame foundations. The inter
action forces and torque between the supporting so:Ll
and the fou.ndat1on is incorporated by ut:Lliz1ng the

solution of the steady state vihration of a long ri
gid plate on an elastic half space obtained by Kara
sudhi et al (1968). The systen is excited by a mr
monic centrifugal force :Lniuced by the rotation of
the unbalanced mass of the machine rotor.
TPEICK FOUNDATICNS

For this case (Karasudhi et al, 1970). there are
three nodes of vlnratlon, vertical, horlzontal ard
rock1xg° the horizontal ard rockirg motions are cou

pled. The amplitude of eacn moce of vibration
are plotted against arguments of the machi
ne
operatingcorrespond
frequencynfor
values
parameters
g tovarious
the mass
of theof
fcungazion
th; mgclaine,
foun a onplus
th thelmzgs
chness gf
e eig
o e mathe

chine centroid, and the soil Poisson's ratio.
These charts facilitate the analysis and de
sign of actual foundat:l.ons.A design example
for a 1000 rpm machine is presented in-the
paper.

SINGLE STORY FRAME FOUNDATIONS

For machinery,frame foundations have man ad
vantages over the massive ones (Barks1,1g62).
Karasudhi et al (1972) study the response of
long machine frame fcundaticns,and show that
their vertical vibration is a sing1e-degree
of-freedom motion and the coupled horizon

tal,rock1ng and flexural (interflcor column
bending) vibration is a three-degree-of-fre
edom motion. Two frames which are commonly
used in practice, one supporting a 200,000kl
turbogenerator running at 5000 rpm and the
other a 500 kw motor generator running at
750 rpm,are analyzed.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

'lie response of the systen depends heavily upon the
soil shear wave velocity ard the mass'ratio m which
is defined as m/pbz, where m - mass of the founiation
plus the mass of the machine, p = soil rrass density,

ard b - lfnlf width of the fourdation base. The in
fluence of the soil Polsson's ratio is less prominent
For a low ma.ss ratio (UI < 5) which is very ccmnon in
practice, there is at most one resonance for the cou
pled mation.

In the study of Karasudhi et al (1972), the most se
vere condition, i.e. resonance, of a high speed ma
chine is not at its operating frequency but when it
is either building up its speed or slowing down. It'
is also found trat the assumption of a rigid soil
yields a more conservative design of the frame than
that of a flexible soil; ard, for the latte' case,
varying the column stiffness of the frame is not an
effective mean for avoiding resonance :Ln the design.
Rssrmmvcss

BAR.KA.N,D.D.(l962), smios of Basel and Fo
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The probl ms of passive vibration insula
tion in /2/ are considered rather widely.
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Along with the determinate displacements of
foundations, it is for the first time that
random displacements are analysed.In study
ing determinate displacements of the fo unda

vibration-insulated foundations under machi
nes are one of the most widely spread ways
of protecting buildings from vibration which
permit to prevent settlements of foundations
of DBGDLDBS and structures due to the sustai

tion a system with several degrees of free
dom is considered with sufficient detail; in
the stochastic presentation cf the problem a
single degree-of-freedom system only is ana
lysed. The effect of the dynamical sources
placed on the foundati ns upon the passtvely
insulated arrangements is also discussed.
Though engineering problems of vibration
nnsulation are rather well studied, there

ned effect of vibration as well as to avoid
the strengthening of bases, i.e.the usage
of piles, arrangement of compacted sand
layers etc.
The issue of the instruction developed
by V.S.Martyshkin /l/ in 1956 promoted wide
scale usage of vibration insulation. Basing
on the experience gained in the application

still remain many problems to be solved.
Among them are the theory of non-linear vib
ration :Lnsulation,development d? new effec
tive damping arrangements, deeper study of

o vibration insulation /l/ h&B UBOH further
developed and a new guidance /2/ has been

worked out. In the guidance particular at
tention is paid to active vibration insula
tion at periodic effects, antishock vibra
tion insulation and passive vibration in insu
18.510110
The roblem of active vibration insulation
is stud Eed best of all. In the dynamic
anal sis it has become common now to use
simplified schemes in standard cases, and to
consider
in detail oscillations of tibra
tion-protected arrangement as a system -with
six degrees of freedom when, on one hand,
higher accuracy of design is needed, and,
on the
other hand,
the system
is not sygmet
ric
enough.
The article
/2/ discusses
de
tail a more accurate estimate at the stage
of service. Consideration of transient re
gimes, that is passing through resonance at
the starting and stopping of machines, plays
a significant role in the theory of active
vibration insulation.
These problems are solved in /2/ as well

as in /l/ on the basis of considering a

transient ragimes, etc.
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single-degree-of-freedom system passing

through resonance. In the course of further
development ofare
thefeasible
foregoing
analysis some
clarifications
associated
with
mglotov.
sliatggylfzsdamenggv
ro e s o , 0, Q,
_ "Promyshlennoe
considering systems with several degrees of
freedom (A.P.Phillppov, E.P.Go1oskokov /5/
7. Iljichov V.A.Raschot pruzhinno-ressornoi
various laws of passing through resonance
vibroisoliateii fundamentov molotov. "Strol
(A.P.Philippov, B.G.Kormev), account oi’ spe telnaia mekhanika i raschot sooruzhenii",
cific measures aimed at suppressing starting 1971, No.6.
and stopping resonances.
The application of new constructive solu
tions, that is new damping arrangements and

plastic pliable members described in /2/,
usage of dampers to suppress starting-stop
ping resonances /4/ are of particular impor
tance in further development of vibration
insulation. t
In practical application of antishock vib
ration insulation it is of particular impor
tance to make more accurate and even to ex
tend the analysis with a view to take into
account wave processes in the ground /5/, to
consider in detail the hnpulse resonance.
The application of spring vibration insu
lation regarded in /2/ has also brought
about some modifications in the dynamic ana

lysis /6,7/.
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SOME ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC STABILITY OF COHESION
LESS SOIIJ AND MEASURES AGAINST POSSIBLE LIQU
EFACTION DUE TO SEISM C EFFECT.N.N.Maslov,

Yu|Pe
The problem of a saturated sand stability
under dynamic (seismic) conditions remains

hence, preclude development of a positive pre
ssure
head
>aLseism
6 hz due to seismic effect (da-p>

b. the weight of a surcharging layer neut
ralizes the uplift pressure A., hz that can
develop in the slope subjected to seismic ef
fect
oc?eHm>¢¢,-,
(condition nw-h.
The
o owing relationship
was =d-Xsg)
deriv d pro
ceeding from the I--st alternative

at present one of the most important issues
and its role becomes especially significant
in connection with the fact that the favou
rable effect of a sand stratum dead weight
_ .l;-1fz|.;_?..‘_i
under these conditions is limited. This was
where u- facto; of normal stresses effect on
proved by H.Rasoulov in 1968.
The present report covers results of the
MPM ag; eg.:-1:y bulk density of surcharging lq
recent investigations aimed at solving some
practically important problems and basing on
d-[,’°Co_»_p- component of surcharging layer
the Maslov "filtration theory" (1955). Accor
weight normal to slope surface.
ding to this theory disruption of a saturated
Basing
the 2-nd alternative we derived
cohesionless soil stability results from deg several relationships,one
of which is given
radation of its shear strength properties un
`der dynamic conditions due to development of
herein
after
1
Aw
I
ji
I,
the uplift pressure :Ln the soil stratum.
‘*‘¥`l=,
Gvsp x) (‘*)
The development of a positive pressure head
I( ) satisfies the case when
Relationship
(hz) becomes feasible provided the- accelera
tion of an oscillating motion reflecting in
tensity of the seismic effect (ds ig g) is
Other possible cases cf pressure head hz
bigger than the critical accelerationmskat uw) distribution are discussed :Ln (Lg).
i.e. the acceleration below which densifica
In formula (4), 9,2 -stands for coefficient
tion of horizontal saturated sand layers tak of dynamic liquification (La) with due re
gard for the surcharging; kf- coefficient of
es place.
Then the shear resistance of the soil un
soil permeability' L-thickness of actlve zone
der seismic ccnditions (Sain) can be expres to be determined from the expression derived
by H.Rasou1ov (1968) -L=f.vg.s.t (6) where a
sed as follows Sd_j_n=[(p,+¥,-2)-Aw'h-g]’t‘}‘f' » (1)
Wh8I‘6 P9  ‘?r§I3I|1ga%veIg€%'of water and bulk thickness of sand stratum, 1 -factor of un
AWIXS _
gtalgle
ec o conditions, t-duration of seismic ef
density of suspended soil;
Y  sand'
h:pression (6) shows that the role of the
angle of internal friction in
soil dead weight decreases with adequate du
ration of seisnic effect.
z - flowing coordinate through
stratum.
The comparative analysis based on formulas
(3) and (4),showed that the surcharge layer
The fact which was recorded by many inves
tigators (N.Maslov 1959, Se-Din-I 1962 P.Iva ght
thickness
submerged
100m in hei
shouldfor
bethe
l5,2m
and .75slope
m respectively.
nov 1962 etc). that the sand constituting
Investigations into consequences of heavy
the submerged slopes turns out to be less
reveals that in some cases the
stable than the horizontal layers made up of earthquakes
cause
of
cnnsiderable
nonunifom settle
the same sand was theoretically substantiated mmt of the structuresand
lies in decrease of
the structure setting effectiveness the to
by
lov's
V.Kanan
idea 1959
51969;about
who corraborated
effect of thethetangen
Mas
uplift pressure (hZ.Aw) and decrease of the
tial stress developing in the slope on the
dead weight role in the zones bordering on the
maghiture of the critical acceleration
structure with the uplift pressure rise,dec
\Q (dw): ) which characterizes the seismic sta
rease of the setting effectiveness takes pla
bility of soil in the slope set at an angle
results in a considerable developments
(p ).V.A.Kanan derived the following relati ce.This
of zones with the critical and super critical
states of soils in the structure fase.The
Thus a slope will be seismically stable if structure will be subjected to sigxifl cant

d"|'I ?, -Cos_;r I (5)

het-If-=-=-+§=1

‘Q

ODBhiP d¢f.p=d¢r0(1

and nonuniform settlement and in some cases
the structure loses completely its stability.
condition is met by using varions measures
Basing on the performed investigations and
analysis of specific examples (consequences
that improve the dynamic stability of soil
of the earthquake in Niigata Japan 1964),
éincrease
of vlcrpis .surcharg:Lng.Favourab
One of the most frequen
ly used methods
e
R.Tchaplanova (1972) found out as follows.
I.Decrease
of the structure setting effecti
effect
of the surchargix
on thewas
dam
slogeby veness
for
example
a layer o prap,
prove
can occur when the saturated cohesion
many investigators (V.Rad'1.na l955» M.Gold
less soil in the structure base is subjected
shtein 1955, N.llaslov 1955 V.Ershov 1953 etc) to earth quakes»
Nevertheless methods of determining the re
quired thiclcness of surcharging have not been provided
2. Stabilit¥
of the structure
can are
be ensured
the ollowing
conditions
satisfle
ado
adequately
developed
yet.
The met od
of determining
the thickness of
a Conditionde >aL ‘ t t a1I'lev ].s

df,-,B
>oL tuting
Heian condition
satisfied
for the
the
soil
const
the slope.is In
practice

of the stratum in thsejstgflugiulrlg base. e
surcharging (d), suggested by us, calls for
_b)DSpth of structure setting is designed
two
a. possib
o recuel;lternat{i;'e1solutii>n£i1
e comp e e y poss ty of sc with
soil uplift in the
zonesdge
or .Eegard
e irt, onfor
t epossible
structure.
il liquification iri the submerged slope and
M7

ERERGETIU OORRELATIOH OF COIBTRUCTION AND

SOIL UNDER VIBRATIONS CAUSED BY SEIBIIC

PURE. E.S.ledvedevs, /USSR/

Let us discuss the problem of energetic
correlations of construction and soil for
different ratios cf velocities, densities
and rigiditios in constructions and soil.
when seismic forces ue acting the soil
transfers i;t"s kinetic energy to the const
ruction.
lhe value
of kinetic
ener?o depends
on the ratio
of seimic
rigidity
sci ami
construction. The construction cannot always
absorb the energy of elastic deformations.
That's why some residual deformations can
appear-ini structure, and some parts of const
ruction can wreck.
The amou.nt of energy,that the cmetruction
has got, depends and some factors. One of
the most important of them is the seismic
oharacteristicuof sail, gon whichlthe buil
ding is constructed. lluch depends on the
construction itself. If the construction can
absorb the great amount of energy in connec

tion with plastic deformation, then it will
be able resist seismic forces without being
destro ed.
For the solutim of the problem the const
ruction is treated as the layer situated on
the elastic half a space. They are parted
lith a plane a border, to which a flat seis
mic wave comes from downwards. It's sprea
ding frmt is parallel to the border of the
construction and the soil. The energy of spre
ading wave consists of kinetic Ek and poten
tial energy En.
Physical conditions on the border are the

following:
'
l. Entlreness and iupenetrability of the sol
" n.,<o,tJ=a,L0,f) (1)

2. Equality of action and counteracticn

<5’,<o,t;=<5',Lo,t> (2)

For the solution of the problem the const
ruction is treated as inhcmcgenecus medium
which elements' dimensions are less than the
length of the seismic waves. Then we can
operate with effective values of waves' ve
locities YP and Vs deno:Lties_P and seismic
ri
1a11=1.e vpp
v, p .acne author
mme
calculations
andand
measurements
of effective
meanings
T ,T andap
forare
constructions.
As
a resultofcgnseruc
one
classified in

three types:
I type - buildirgs with walls of saman
bricks, red bricks mortar's sort lO`,'floors
of light concrete. ‘L'P_,’> =0,C2=€.‘,O5; .BQ =
0,01-0,0}.

II type- constructions lith thin walls of

bricks; mortar‘s sort 50, with walls made of
large blocks of liymt concrete.
Frame constructions wiih light fillirg
Y 9 = 0,05-0,1
V2 . 0,05-0,06
II type - large-panel constructions, made
of volumetrical elemmts, with retaining
walls of large blocks with ninforced conc

rete floors

VP? =0,1-0,2| Vs? a 0,06-0,11

Let us consider the propagation of flat

seismic wave. For the moment t we can trite
down the following equation of equ:ll:|.brlul
when the elementary part ct soil with the

length A x is vibrating:
p,F,,xg-’§‘,=F6f<x+Ax)- Pom) G,

llalclng some transfmmaticns we get the
following:

‘lhe mean value of enegy 3, of the part of
the medium t _*T

<Z,=%'<f,<tJ<>H=éPFAXw2A5 W

ff M: <5>

The mean density of energy 5|-n

..§'=§2¥,”%&=.£2@t;“91§=°a°§.&2:l=a° .222 5”

soWhen
111(Lf:-i<Ve(,_;2A|_e (6)
the seismic wave ecles up vertically

frm the soil to the basement of the eonstmc
tion it is reflected and refreoted. The mean
density of the energy flow in reflected wave
a,',, and that in refracted one (that is in 'die
wave that the construction 55) are expressed

by the fomulal 2 2
q’3=T..gV1»o0LAa (7)
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ratio of q? and
density ofof
the'lhe
approaching
low qi
is to
thethe
ccetficient
reflection R; and coefficient off seismic

= ' _ = 1, (8)

energy penetration _

[;°=if3éJ”?r <91

where - :Ls the ratio betwiren seismic rl. 

diw the soil and that of the construe ion
X: ,pr Vt'

'hang'-o
smug'-...E
JZ’allobtain
Rnl , of
ma(1°)
T=0. That
ml s that
the energ
seismic

rave when it is reflected frm the border is
returned to the first mdium, that is to then

I0 obtain
R=0,T=»1.That
manstothat
t{L=l
e energy
of seismic
wave passes
theall
con
struction
from the soil.
The data above allow us to make some impor
tant conclusions about the peculiarities of
seilxic action upon the constructions:
- the more seismic rigidity cf construction,
:Le the more is the part of tm seismic ener
gy passed from the soil to the constrmticn.
- on the same soil and at the same earthquake
intensity the merg density in constructi
ons of the III ‘one can' exceed tm energy

density
in constructions
of the I tysvto
- the
part of
seismic energy,transfere

the constrmtion with respect to the whole
energy
of the
is beccmmin
the cnase
of soil
seismic
rigidiiygreater
of the with
soil
On .const:|.°uctio:s,en~ected on the dense li
mestone
and sandy
so:Lls,ths
seismic
mer5_
is for several
times
less than
mat on
m

low sandy-clayly soile.'l!.\is is the charac
constructions.

teristic feature of all the types of the

Adopting the Jaky's empirical formula, We
get

A METHOD T0 EVALUATE DYNAMIC INSTABILITY OF

Ko = ] - sin B' (3)

SATURATED SAND. Nobuchika Moroto (Japan)

Since the catastrophic failures of satu

rated sand deposits occured during the
recent earthquakes, a large number of
studies of the liquefaction of saturated
sand have been presented. Their eyes have
been mainly focussed on the effective-time
relation by laboratory dynamic tests. The
author would like to examine the dynamic
instability of saturated sand and sand
deposit in a different manner from the

Using this relation, we have

I = constant - sin H' (4)
These expressins are very interesting. Be
cause an earth pressure coefficient and a
parameter of shearing resistance of sand
have close relations to the dilatancy
characteristics and consequently they would
become attractive measures of the dynamic
instability of saturated sand.

P1

current works.

Particulate material changes its volume in
shear.
The volume
decreasing
nature
of di
loose
sand under
undrained
condition
can be
rectly related to the development of pore
pressure in saturated sand. when a sand
sam le is consolidated and then sheared the

Phe angle of shearing resistance ¢' is
obtained as a function of void ratio e.

'sample first contracts and then tends to
dilate. Soil in level ground which remained
undisturbed since deposition is in the state
of
at rest.
this paper,
theofmaximum
amount
of In
volume
decrease
sand in shear
becomes interesting. The maximum amount of

In this case, the ¢‘- e relation has been

knowntgotshow
curve. While
theve
case
a samplesmooth
is obtained
a l infinQ
slow upwards flow of water thrgsgg wit sandy

placed loosely in sample former the Q'-e
curve shows a peculiar aspect. hjerrum, Kring
stad and Kummeneje (1961) reported appearance
of a sharp descent in the curve of Z'-e for
the sand sample obtained by the latter sample
forming method. Such a sharp bent of the
curve was also observed at two laboratories
in our country. It is noticeable that the
sharp bent of the curves starts from points
of ¢'=52°-54°, and the pore pressure coeffi

decrease of void ratio can be roughly
expressed as

eo- ec =C I, I=K° - Kc (1)

wheree°eisisvoid
voidratio
ratio
at rest,
at minimum volume
° condition during shear,

K is stress ratio at rest,

Kgvoid
is stress
ratio at une minimum
ratio,

C is a constant and
K is expressed by O5/O1(03 is lateral
stress
O1 is axialtriaxial
552955
_
in
the and
conventional
test).

The relative density has been used as a
measure of sand liquefaction potential. If
the critical void ratio e could be
specified
easily
detefmined,
will
be theand
been
index
to estimateeo-e
ths r
liquefaction potential in principle.However

cient at failure Af takes naught near the
bent
points cf theégurgps.
regards
the vH1u°=_°f
¢'=5 -5# asThe
an author
indicative
criterion
in
estimating
the
instability
of
saturated sand.
Standard Penetration Test has been commonl
employed in the field investigation. The y
penetration resistance N-value DQS been used

to estimate stiffness and strength af

soil deposits. Angle of shearing resistance
has been correlated with the Ndralue. A
number of engineers proposed H'-N relations
that show there are variances in their

the existence of the critical void ratio
certain. Then the author tries to use e -e
instead of`e -e in estimating the dyngmis
instability Sf Saturated sand. In Eg.(]),
eo
- will
e is expressed
in an
terms
of I=K0indgx
-K.
We
callsand.
this I as
instability
of saturated
under dynamic condition seems to be un

expressions. Angle of shearing resistance,
in itself, has been known to vary some extent
depending on types of apparatus and testing
methods. Then considering summerily these
proposed
formula: relations, we present the following

The author conducted on constant stress
ratios tests on sand and knew that the
negative dilatancy was closely relating to
the instability index. Theories and
practices show that the earth pressure coef
ficient at rest K can be related to the
angle of shearing°resistance B'. Constancy
of K has been observed for various void

¢ = / 13N + zo (5)
This formula gives the values of ¢'=32°-34°
for N=]]-]5.
Reports on damage to structures by the
Niigata Earthquake(]964,Japan) showed that
saturated loose sandy deposits with less than
N=]2 at 8 meters deep from the ground surface
were suffered from the heavy seismic damage
(Osaki,1966), and that harbour facilities
rested on the layers of less than N=]5 were
seriously damaged, especially of less than

rati8,grain size and stress path. Then the
instability index can be written to be
dependent almost on the earth pressure coef
ficient at rest
K0 write,therefore,
or the angle of shearing
resistance
¢'. We
as

I = Ko - constant (2)

Usuallv sand samole is prepared by pouring
sand into sample former filled up with water

N=]0 (Hayashi, Kubo and Nakase, 1966).
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Seed and Peacock (1971) collected many data'
of past earthquakes experienced in sandy
deposits. Referring to the seismic intensity,
occerence of liquefaction,ground condition
in terms of average N-value of liquefied
zone, the author can obtain the following
formula
of the critical N-value NCI for
sand liquefaction as

deeper part will he subjected to liquefy
more readily than upper part.
If we consider the seepage force in the
above model of ground, the liquefaction
potential becomes twice of that in case of
no seepage force. We can recognize that the
effect of upwards flow of water on lique
faction is important.

NCI = so ks + 2 (6)

Conclusive remarks cocerning the discussions
in this paper are:
(])Sand sample of laboratory test should be
prepared by the way to reproduce sedimen
tation condition of sand deposit.
(2) The statically determined strength
parameter ¢' can be known to be an inter

where k is the seismic coefficient.This give
N =10»i4 for x =0.l5+0.20. These-N- are
rsmarkably coinéident with the N-vafhes
obtained by Eq.<s) for ¢'=32 -a4°.

An effect of upwards flow of water on liq
uefaction of sand deposit is disregarded
in usual treatments. Therefore let us check
the effect of seepage force on the lique
faction likelihood of simplified saturated
ground. To a depth of about ten meters from

the surface, increment of stress ratio due
to horizontal acceleration Ks at any depth
can be assumed as follow:

Ks = As/5: kB (7)

where
g is the acceleration
of gravity,
is the seismic
coefficient and
A is theks

maximum horizontal acceleration Sf seismic
motion at the ground surface. Pore pressure
ud generated in the ground will be assumed

E zb (8)

to proportional to kg. Taking into account
inhomogeneity of natural ground, we write
ud=D ks

where D is a constant, b is an index of
inhomogeneous soil profile and z is depth
calculated
from
of ground
water.
The
condition
of the
onetop
dimens
onal fully
liquefaction can be easily written down as

o dz

_f;(X'- Fz)d2 = ud . FZ = fwfli (9)
I

where f is submerged unit weight of soil,
aa/iS unit weight of water. Substituting
Eq.(8) into Eq.(9) gives the critical seismic
coefficient khr as follows:'
Case of Fz=0,
kcr=2/D b=0/ kcr=l/2D b=]. kcr=]/2Dz b=2
Case of Fz=0,
kcr=z/D r>=o, 1<cr=1/D b=1, kCr=]/Dz b=2

Then,the following liquefaction process may
be supposed;(]) In case of b=0, liquefaction
stars from the top of ground and then the
lower parts lose the effective overburden
pressure. In this way, the liquefaction
zone will grow downwards successively. (2)
In case of b=], liquefaction likelihood
Ls the`same at any depth. (3)1f b be¢0mes 2,

esting index for dynamic instability of
saturated sand. The values of ¢' and e at
which shoulder of sharp fall in the ¢'- e
curve locates and the pore pressure coef
ficient at failure takes naught in the
¢'(e)- A curve should be sharply paid
(3) The values of H'= 32 - 34 in the con
ventional_triaxia1 test are regarded as an
criterion for instability of saturated sand,
These values correspond to the values of
N=ll-15 in Eq.(5). The critical Nfvalues
of Ncr= which based on the observational
data collected by Seed and Peacock re
markably coincide with those N-values of
N=ll-15. This coincidence is attractive.

attentiog toz O O

(I+) The loose sand deposit with N< 10-15
should be improved by vibro-compaction
method for foundations of structures. When

a work is carried out with no soil im
provement, pilying may be planned. In this
case, bearing capacities and lateral resise
tance of pile and piles should be estimated
from the bottom of the liquefied zone. For
case of 15 < N"< 50, the liquefaction
potential may depend on soil type, soil
Drofile.earthquake magnitude and etc.
(5) inhomogeneous soil profile shouhd be

taken into account in the evaluation of
liquefaction potential.
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Cyclic tests were conducted on modernized
consolidometers. A dynamic consolidometer

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF COLLAPSIBLE SOIIS

Musaelyan A.A. USSR.

The prediction of additional subsidence,
developed in some cases of seismic loads,
presents certain difficulties due to the
lack of a testing method,as well as instru
ments the simulate seismic action :ln deter
ming the subsidence properties.
To obtain a tentative assessment of.the pos
sible deformation resulting from dynamic
loads numerous cyclic tests were conducted
(Musaelyan,l9'7l) according to various proce
duree (cyclic loads were applied: simultane
ously with the development of subsidence,
1.e. simultaneously with the moistening of
the soils; upon partial deformation up to 50
per cent of that at static loads; or after
the stabilization of subsidence). Independen
tly of the method of applying cyclic loads,
their duntion was determined by the comple

te moistening of the soils and stabilizatim
of the_ deformation.
» Taking into consideration the various pos
sible conditions tlnder which dynamic loads

may be applied, the proposed procedure is a
more actual representation of the conditions
of the moistening of the bases of buildings
and structures when they are being used.
The use of different compaoting loads soils
with various subsidence properties and diffe
rent procedures for applying the cyclic loads
revealed their influence on the nature of
the development of subsidence with time, de
tpinding
on. on the number of cycles of applica
Cyclic loads give rise to a further deve

was employed for the dynamic tests. In both
types of apparatus the parameters dl action
and the magnitudes of the loads was cont
rolled by a dynamometer and the sensing
elements of strain gauges with subsequent
recording by an oscillograph.
In the tests, investigations were carried
out in a range of frequencies from l to 5H
and of load drops from +10 to 3_4-0 per cent

(of the static load). THe'use of soils with
various
ranges ofsubsidence
compactirgproperties,
loads (0 5 todifferent
2 0 kg/c mQ
and various
methods
of applying
dynamic
loads
enabled
the principa
aws the
to be
established for the development of additi

0I

onal subsidence upon dynamic loads.

Anobta
analysis
laboratory
data
ned of
in the
thenumerous
tests enabled
me cha
racter of the development of additional
subsidence toebe revealed fer dynamic loads
of the indicated parameters which varied
in a range from the initial deformation to
20
or upon
50 perstatic
cent loeds).
(cf analcgical
deforma
tions
A so determined
to a considerable extent were the load drops
and the physic omechanical properties of the
soils. The frequency range within the li
mits :Lnvestigated has no appreciable influ
ence on the nature of the development of
additional subsidence.
Cyclic and dynamic tests of collapsible
soils conducted according to the procedure
set forth enables changes in the dynamic
characteristics
of subsidence to be obser

ved under definite conditions. This shows
the expedience of taking them into account
in certain cases when designing the bases

lopment of subsidence whose magnitude, depen

ding on the soil pro erties, varies in a wide
interval from the initial deformation to 20,
50 or more per cent (cf the deformation at
static loads). The time required for the sta
bilization of the additional deformation va

of building and structures.
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ges, ertends the range of the conducted in
mic Loads, Journal Bases, Foun
vestigation.
dations and Soil Mechanics,
In these tests with a given frequency only
NOe4, lO%°'e
a part of the load is removed. This enables
the observation of the degree of development
of the additional subsidence depending on the

magnitude of the removed load which we have

called tge drop in load and which is measured
in
kg/cm (ghis
varied
in the testsfrom
from250.5
to l.5kg/cm
thereby
constituting
to

75 per cent of the static load).
Of most interest are the results of the dy

namic tests (Musaelyan,l972) in which the dy
namic action at a given frequency was produced
by alternating loads which we have also cal
led the drop in load. This dynamic action imi

tates seismic forces acting on the soils of
the bases of buildings and structures in
seismic action.
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y&QUEFACTION
OF SATURATEDSH
SAND
SUBJECTED TO
COMPLICATED ALTERNATING
AR STRESS.

S.0GAWA (Japan)

Cyclic"loading tests on saturated sand are
shear stress conditions to obtain the know
ledge of liquefaction. However, a soil ele
ment in the ground is subjected to complex
system of shear stresses which will vary with
time during an earthquake, and those shear
wave conditions can not be simulated by repe
tition of idealized single wave form.
In an attempt to evaluate the effects of
those complex system of shear stresses on
liquefaction, Seed and Idriss(1971) proposed
commonly conducted under the idealized single

the aV0r&g€ equivalent uniform shenr otrcoo
corresponding to about 65 % of maximum shear

pressure lp = 1.0 Kg/cm2 was applied just

prior to the start of test. Thus, some speci
mens were under over-consolidation; OCR=2.0,
and others were normally consolidation; 0CR=
1.0.
Relative density of specimens was 55 %

after consolidation.
Stress conditions used in these tests were
as follows; 1) The magnitude of lateral
stress was constant during the test and only
vertical stress was alternated, 2) Vertical
and lateral stresses were alternated with
same frequency and difference of phase of
1BO°, 3) Vertical and lateral stresses were

also alternated and ratios of their fre
quencies were 2a1 or 511.

stress occured in a soil element during an
earthquake.
Shibata et al.(1972) conducted the triaxial
.tests in which different-magnitude"ofeshear'
stresses were applied to the specimen.
Ishihara and Yasuda(1972) also conducted the
triaxial tests in which they used the irregu
lar shear wave form. From those test results
they obtained the smaller equivalent shear
stress than that proposed by Seed and Idriss.
The auther also carried out the triaxial
tests with application of alternating ver
tical and lateral stresses of different fre
quencies and magnitudes. As the results of
these stress conditions, more_comp1icated
shear stress wave form on the 45° obliqued

Fig.-1 shows the typical patterns of the
results show that the behavior of sands in
these Shear wave 'Seats are eaemeiaatnose
isqorerwave tést"sh6wn by Seed and Lee(1966).
Fig.-2 shows the typical pattern of the re
sults of test series 3). Axial strain also
increases suddenly and shear stress decreases
at the onset of liquefaction. But variations
of the pore water pressure do not correspond
to that of shear stress wave owing to the
influence of variation of confining stress.
From the results of the test series 1) and
2), it is evident that the relation between
pore water ressure increment per stress
cycle (Au._S,T4
and ta
/ UK can bezgiven by
`C.L

A sample used in this test is Niigata sand.

where tu is an alternating shear stress on
the h5° obliqued plane, o. is an initial
effective confining stress which is consist
ent with consolidated confining stress at the
normally consolidation test, and
('t¢ /below
GZ )¢rdenotes
critical
stress
ratio
which
shearthe
stress
has not
influ
ence on the occurrence of liquefaction.This
critical stress ratio has same meaning as

plane lwas obtained.
In this investigation, it was also discuss
ed about the effects of over-consolidation on
liquefaction.

The specimens of saturated sand were consoli
dated under ambient confining stress Gb = 2.0
Kg/cmz or 1.0 Kg/cmz. After consolidation the
configing
was increased
as back
= 2.0
Kg/cm withstress
\n1drained
conditiontoand

UQ I '=
5|

test results of test series 1) and 2). These

Au '° a{(E') ' (TTT»')crit} (1)

proposed by Shibata et al.(1972).

In the test series 3), it is very difficult

to determine the magnitude of shear stresses
and the number of alternation for obtaining
the relation ('f4 / U! ) - N1 because dif
ferent amplitudes of shear stresses are

U'
.
n
A
U. \/“x/“vw/“W”
U

C

| Lo'ec I combined.

(G) T." sm" H 1 td A‘l_|'|_A'lA'||'|_1'|,|'|,n‘l,n'||,|_|'h‘|_|'|_|_

6lb)'Test
` 5Sedan 2) t
FIG.-1 TYPICAL PATTERNS OF TH RESULTS
OF TEST SERIES 1) AND 2)

FIG.-2 TYPICAL PATTERN OF THE RESULTS

OF TEST SERIES 3)

Therefore, to compare the results of test
series_3) with those of test series 1) and 2)
equivalent shear stress and number of
application N1 are assumed as fbllows|
£51 = (ZT¢;- ni ) /N1

N1= ini

(2)

where T¢| is the alternating shear stress
which is larger than critical shear stress in
equation (1), and ni is the number of appli
cation of Ili before initial liquefaction
will occur.
The relation of .IU /GJ and N1 obtained
on these assumption are shown on curves 1)
and 2) in fig.-3, and they are quite close
with those of single wave test. Thus, we can
evaluate the liquefaction condition of sand
deposit during garthqpakgsfrom the results of
single wave test by using the relation ex
pressed in equation (2)
shown by
(1) andrequired
(2) in fig-3,
theAsalternat
ng curves
shear stress
to
cause initial liquefaction under over-consoli
dation at a given number of cycles is higher
tthan
on. that under normally consolidation condi
Assuming that the pore water pressure cor
responding to back pressure is developed by
application of alternating shear stress, a
number of repetition of shear stress required
to cause them can be obtained as follows;

N¢ = ug / a u
in which u, is the value of back pressure.

By adding Nc to the number of application
of shear stress N1 obtained from the test
run under the over-consolidation condition,
we can obtain the corrected number of appli
cation.

= Nc 1'

ularity of shear stress wave and over-con
solidation of sand on liquefaction condition
and the following conclusion were obtained.

1)
The relation of .124 / 05 and N1 of
saturated sand subjected to irregular shear

stress wave form is quite close with that of

single wave form by using
stress and number of application expressed by

equation (1),

2) The shear stress required to cause ini
tial liquefaction of saturated sand at a

given number of cycle is higher under over
consolidation condition than normally con
solidation condition. These differences can
be corrected by assuming that the pore water
pressure corresponding to back pressure are
occured by application of cyclic shear

stresses.
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The modified relations of tl /'Ge and mN1
are quite consistent with those of normally
c§nsolidated
sand as shown on curve (2) in
f ge'3e
The investigation described herein was
conducted to determine the effects of irreg

`f A
Dr=_`55 % o.c.n = 2

(pall of 0; = Constant, U, Varlable
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THE PROPAGATION OF RAMMING l/IBRATIONS AND

Tnffli EF‘F‘lL@T§ UN ol '1‘§uCTUl1ES. `N.P6IIOEB

If construction work takes place in regions
densly built-up, we have to ask, whether
pile driving near constructions may be per
mitted. At the "Forschungsanstalt fiir Schif
fahrt, Nasser-und Grundbau" Berlin investi
gations on the danger of vibrations have
been ccnducted for a number of special struc
tural projects, such as the admissibility of
pile driving immediately near subway tunnel,
buildings and other structures /I+/.
Some experiences we could gain are here re
ported.

Basic for these tests is the possibility to

measure the vibration of the structure. 'Phe
elastic waves in the soil which'are produced
by pile driving in general have frequencies
in a range from 10 cps to 60 cps. For this
range of frequency a measuring apparatus can
be4et fup -wi-the comps-rati-vely P litlrl e ~e:x:pens~e .f
We use either electro-dynamic vibration pick
or piezo-electric
accelerometers
with
eups
ectric
integration. In
general we use
the
vibration velocity as measuring value. This
appears reasonable for the estimation of
damages from energetic considerations. Re
cordings are taken either by technical high
speed pen recorder, oscillographs on photo
graphic paper or by tape recording. For
paper recordings a frequency modulation
device is used. This allows recordings to
be taken in a frequency range from 1 cps
to 1000 cps using normal tape reconders.
Beside the pile the pile driving produces
mainly transversal and su face waves, of
which the vertical component usually is the
greatest. Apparently the main part of the

is suitable, which is proved by experiments
for the distance range from 5m to 100m

(Fig.l,2).

The value a is determined by the condition
of ramming,essentially by the relation tup
mass versus pile mass,a|r1 the sort of piles.
The value b depends essentially upon the
type of soil. In the "Forschungsanstalt fiir
Schiffahrt, llaseer- und Grundbau" we try to
solve this problem by exact tests.
Up to now we found, that the vibration in
the ground is not proportional to the value
of the ramming energy.

With the same type of pile and the sam
soil you may get larger amplimdes in the
soil with less ramming energy if the relati
DD R=m-tup# mpile 13 very 10We

This means that a great part of tm energy
is lost for the ramming. Fig.5 shows such
a result. The values given for one distance
-were ~ma:ximumesvelee iti ess -measure d Y with *thes
same pile but with different depthes of the
pile in the soil. Comparison between the
Diesel Pile Halmnersz

DEIMAG D 22 und DELMAG D 12

Perfomance data: D 22 D 12
ram
weight (piston) t 2,2 1,25
energy per blow mkp 5500 5125

Rmpistm: mpile 0,5 0,28

mass of pile 4,5 t
sort of pile: concrete, prestressed,
Z»1|»Ox54Oxl5OO0mm

soil ~: medium sand, dense

Fig .ll

shows me position of this test

same results were found men the raming
energy was produced by a falling ,we:l.ght.
In all bases we found a relation between
The

energyinisthe
transmitted
longitudinal
s ofvelocity
the pile v:
perv~
blow
wave
directionasofa the
pile. Thisthe
is movement
the vibration
. and
so for vertical as well as for inclined The frequency of the vlbratiogs depends on
piles. For
the decrease
of vibrations
type
of pile,the
soil:an
ration
velocity
v with
distance (vibx thethethe
relation
Ram'
. especially on

equation b P mpih
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Fig. A Plan of ramming evaluated in Fig.
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To evaluate the danger for buildings we
tested the wellknown criteria, such as
by CIESIELSKI /3/ BAULE /1/ /2/, DIN
4150 and others. It can be observed that,
according to practical experiences,
BAULE /1/ /2/ and DIN 4150used the best

Schwingungs- und Sohallteohnik der West
phal. Berggewerkschaftskasse, 1968

/3/ CIE3IELSK}iR.(1963),"Baremes
pour laet
taxation
de 1 nfluenoe des vibrations

f buildin
t es .But the
differentiation
o g yp
limits given by BAULE and DIN 4150 are too

des choos dus aux causes extérieupeg Sur
les constructions le brique", RILEM
grooé of3ghe Symposion, Budapest, 1t1963),

low for ramming vibration, because the

frequency range in this case is very
limitedl
As a result of these researches of the

/4/ HEIDRICH,W~, PALLoKs,w.(196e),"sonw1n

author VEK Tiefbau Berlin, GDR now
introduced the new "Werkstandard ITEPO75".

gungsmessungen ermdglich S 
der Nahe unterirdischer $§rk§h§g§§E%;§2in
Bauplanung
P- 440 - H44- Bauteohnik, 22(1963)9,

In this standard we also took into account,

that the size of a building is one of the
most important factors in all these

vibrations problems.
Further investigations of this problem
will require a consideration of the effects
of vibrations on both constructions and

/5/ SU35THUNCK,A»(1967),"ErsohUtterungs

P' '

probleme bei Tiefbauarbeiten in Uberbauten
Geb;e;en"§2Schweiz. Bauzeitung, 85(1967)50

bearing soil layers. /5/

Up to now our investigations mainly
examined the effect of vibrations on
constructions. These vibrations had to
be accepted as given by technical reasons.
The most important problem will be to avoid

or to reduce vibrations at their source.

REFERENCESI
/1/ BAULE`H.(1966) "Bekampfung von Er

schutterungen", Nobel-Hefte, 32(1966) 5/6,
p. 170 - 179
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GROUND MOTION OF SIJRFLQIFZWAVIIS. S.ll.Pm d

5.l5.Nel|on ("l‘l:Iaf1an¢U= 8 an

As part of an experimental program-to=investigate the

isolation of autflue waves by barriers, the orbits

of motion of pointanon the ground surface were stu
died (PENG, l912)s~ The ground position at any parti
cular time was determined by integration of horizon
tal and vertical velocity-time curves,.maasured using
horizontal and vertical`geophones. Theusoil was s
compacted clay fillihnving a unit weight of 1.75
tons/cu.m. and a»natural»water"content'of 35%. The
ground water level was at a depth of 0.60 m.

The theory of surface wave propagation predicts that
the orbit of motion of partdclesclbcated on the sur
face should He an ellipse hhving the major axis nor
mal to the surface. The ratio of magnitudes of major
to minor axes should be equal to 1.60 for v = 0.37

(corresponding to the soil used in this investiga
tical.

F1g.l snows the orbits of motion of soil par~
ticles recorded at. different distances from
the source of vibrations. The general shape
of the orbius was elliptical although some
deviations from an ellipse did exist.

There were some instances in which at

large distances the orbits of motion of the soil per
tlcles became a figure eight. This was also observed

by BARKAN (1948). It can be seen that the major axis
was not normal to the surface was predicted, and at
some points it was parallel to the surface.
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motion amplitudes behind the' trench is greater
than that for in front of the trench.It can be
seen that the amplitude of particle motion the
ratio of vertical to horizontal. ares and the
angle of inclination of the major axis were
changed by the barrier. In addition,w:I.thin an
area outside of the trench extending to a ra
dius of about one wave-length the direction
of particle motion was reversed.
REFERENCES :
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The distortions'of the orbits observed at small dia
tnnces from the source may be due, in part, to the
influence of the P-waves and S-waves propagated

simultaneously with the surface waves. Also, if the
damping of the soil in the horizontal direction was
different from the damping in the vertical direction,
the phase angle between horizontal and vertical com
ponents of motions would change with distance. This
would also explain why the inclination of the axis of
the ellipse should have increased as the distance
from the source increased, as shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that for all cases the
inclination uf the major axis rotated in a clockwise
direction. The rate of change of inclination
incrcnucd an the frequency increased, which In rn he

expected because the logarithmic decrement, and hence

the energy absorption, is directly related to frequen
cy (HARDIN, 1965).

The effects of trench barriers on particle motion
orbits are shown in Fig. 3. The scale for particle
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ON SOME CONIPLICATED PROBLEMS IN THE
DESIGN OF FOUNDATIONS.

O.A.Savlnov, M.M.Klattzo, G.N.5tepano\q E.I.’I\:hasov

(us.s.R.)

The paper presents the results of the lnvestigatlons
into vibrations of a series of masslve foundations for
low frequency machlnes wrlth periodic action as we.ll
as separate pile foundations for machlnes of different
type.

1. \llbratlon calculations of a foundation serles for
low frguency machlnes
An approximate solution to the vibration problem of
a foundation series resting on a common rigid base
can be found out if soll inertia ls neglected ln the
way adopted for a single foundation calculatlons.
The following provlslons make thls assumption valld:
a) foundation vibrations involve subresonance region
so constrained vibradon rrodes of the system are
similar to displacements under dlsturblng force static
action; b) lengths of the waves propagating in soil
largely exceed the dlstances between foundations
hence their vlbratlon phase difference ls usually
small; c) mass of foundations (of usually basement
type) are large comparing to a "reduced" soll mass
involved in vlbratlons. A series of machine founda
tions situated on the same site can thus be regarded
as a system of solid bodies resting upon a common
elastic base, for example an elastlc isotropic half
space. ln this way a problem was formed and formu
lae received to determine vertical and horizontal rota
tory vibration amplitudes for the foundations consider
ing their mutual influence. The problems were solved
using standard computer programs /1/. Vlbratlon cha
racter variations of foundations installed ln serios
are as follows: vibration character of the loaded foun
dation significantly changes-natural frequency number
of the system becomes equal to the sum of the founda
tion natural vibration frequencies. A region where
resonance is possible is considerably expanded, par
ticularly towards low frequency range; foundation vlb
rations of the source and the receiver may be com
parable especlally under the resonance. In the subre
sonance region vibration amplltude ls similar to the
product of the source vibration amplitude and the
influence coetticientsof some value. Investigations of
the foundation series for compressors and log frames
showed the following: a) -Loundatlon vlbratlon amplli
cation accounting for the mutual influence of the foun
dations is osslble when the machlnes are Installed
ln a set; b mutual Influence of foundations becomes
considerable in the zone equal to 5 llmes the founda
tions slze; c) calculation data and experimental re
sults show close agreement.
2. Plle-foundation vibration design
ln [57 a plle foundation ls reproduced by a distributed
parameter system. 'Dre solution yields expressions for
deterrniningthe modes and frequencies of free vlbra
tions as well as the amplitudes of forced vertical vib
rations (induced by both perlodlc and impulse forces).
In the above papers this problem is also solved appr
oximately where a compound system with distributed
parameters is represented by a one degree-freedom
system characterized by a reduced stlftness coefllcl
ent Kg., and massM';, both beirg fungtions of elastic
material propertles, the number and slze of piles as
well as the elasllc properties of the .soil in the plle
penetration area and under the caps. ’1`he problem
evaluating foundation behaviour under horizontal perio
dic forces is also solved approximately. The equations
are solved versus the horizontal component of the
dlsplacement of the foundation base centre and lls
457

rotation angle* round the axls through this centre and
are expanded into natural vibration modes. Founda
tion characteristics are determined ln the follovvlrg

=+-d

way: a) Estimating for vertical vibrati?r yields:

ln which UL- kirgsgf glaghlnexgird |§c?ur:datlon mat;

my- plle and soil reduced masses taken approxima
tely equal to the plle mass in the design; 1, I stiH
ness coefficient of a system'with~d.lstrlbuted paramet
ers reduced to a one degree-of-freedom system.
b) careuraung for horrzemm-gumuenar vibrations;

M.,= fn.; 2

%'z.=%+%'r.!d' in i Qs: Q|."'77|'h.|

where fb - number of plleg in the foundation, @4
dlstance from tl1e li pile axis to 'the rotation axis of
the base of the foundatlon mat; '9¢ - inertia moment
of the foundation mat and the machine masses in rela
tlon to the ands through their common centre of gra
vity perpendicular to the vibration plane; Qt- reduc
ed moment o the system inertia mass versus the
same axis; ,,-_the same versus the rotation axis
of the foundation mat base. The stiffness coefdclent
of a plle foundation and the coeficient of energy ab
sorption into the foundation are determined from addi
tlonal expressions, diagrams and tables. Comparison
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of the Eitand anal cal d;ta ls presented in Fig. 1.
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.Amplitude-frequency vibration curves of the
experimental plle foundation (a - vertical,

b - horizontal) `
1-calculated by the 'design standards;
2-calculated by the method presented;
3-experimental polnts.
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THE DESIGNING OF THE PILE FOUNDATION WITH

5,l0,20k°g/cm9, Cz¥=l kg/cm3, the elastic mo
dulus
and the
ficient Eatio
of theThe
cushi
on material
are coe
E=500kg/cm
, Q =1/5.
re
sults of due calculations are shown on Fig.~
On the abscissa axis the values of h are gi
ven. On the ordinate axis the values of the
ratio in % between the load acting on the pi
le and applied to the foundation block,as
well as the settlements values of it are gi
ven. It can be seen that the effect ofi e
yielding pile coefficient Czl on the founda
tion block settlements is significant when h
is comparatively small. The layer thickness
and yielding of'the pile considerably influ
ence the value of the load part transmitted
1:0 the pile.

THE INTERI DIATE CUSHION. Shekhter 0.Yh¢,

Faysns B.L., Ukolov V.H (USSR)

The intermediate cushion (made of sand,
or crushstone,or some other material accor
ding to the soil condition of the building
site) being placed between the foundation
block base and pile cups,the horizontal loads

transmitted to the piles from the inertia
forces
of neglected
the building
are pile
small
and they t
can
been
while
designing.

the same time such foundations (proposed in
Chile)
provide
the loads,w
necessargibearing
capaci
ty for the
vertical
ch however
must
be determined by calculation.In order to de
fine more precisely the bearing capacity of
the pile foundation with the intermediate cu
shion it is desired to make static experi
ments with one pile foundation,what is howev

The results are in good agreement with the
data of the field experiments conducted under
the guidance of prof.Barkan D.D.

er-can hardly be donelinafullg detailssfor
making clear the influence of set of para
meters of the soi1,the cushion and the pile/
on the stress distribution in the cushion
base, foundation block base and of the settle
ments of the foundation block and the pile.
So the elaboration of the theoretical methods
is needed.
For this purpose we propose a designing
scheme,shown on Fig. .A rigid circular plate
placed on the surface of the intermediate
cushion considered as an elastic infinite
layer with thickness h, is vertically loaded
The tangential stresses on the both surfaces
of the intermediate cushion are supposed to
be equal to the zero. On the contact surface
between the intermediate cushion and the pile
cap and the soil outside the cup the contact
stresses are supposed to be proportional to
the displacements, C31 and Cz2 being subgrade
reaction coefficients corresponding to the
pile cap (0 =‘°- r 2 15 and for the soil out

side of it /1 s r 2 °° /. It must be noted

that C22 may depend upon the cushion thickness
The solution of the axialsymmetrical prob
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lem of the rigid plate is constructed by me.
ans of solutions for the set of the unifor
mally loaded rings (or more exact circular
loadings)forming a rigid plate. the unknown
loads of these rings then are determined by
using prof. Zhemochkin's method. The
approximate solution of UDB uniformally

The dotted lines are the continuatlons of
calculation data to their limit values.

loaded circular plate is found by
means of the integral equation

which is the result of the boundary condi
tions.The solution of this integral equatidn_
is obtained approxlmatellyby the expansion of
the unknown function into series of some
chosen functions with unknown coefficients.
At present there is the programme for cal
culations with the use of a computer.The pa
rameters of soil,plle,oushion being given,
this programme permits to evaluate all the
data necessar for making clear the behaviour
of the foundation type under consideration.
For example let us take the following pa
rameters. The radius of the foundation block
R=60cm,the cup pile radius l=5Ocm,the total
load applied to the foundation block P=45
tons,the subgrade reaction coefficients CZ1=
458

tions. The detailed investigations of this
problem sho! (2,5), that in smh cmplex
stress conditions there sq exist two velo
cities of elastc-plastic wave propagation.
The first velocity C! is related to the _fast
plastic waves. These waves appear when mein
stresses are the normal stresses caused by
"P" wave. The second velocity C - is rela
ted to the slow plastic waves which are con
nected with shsar waves, they appe
when the shear stresses are great.
'me indicated velocities satisfy the follo
wing nmeqlnlitiesx

SEISIIC ENERGY TRLNSISION IN10 TWO LAYERED

SOIL FCIINDATION. Sinitsyn A.P./USSR/

seismic effect
an earth%ggke
is The
propagated
to theofstructure
t ughhearth
a

layered soil foundation. The propagation of
seismic waves in layered media has been

studied quite fully. But the latest inves
tigations (l) have shown that the additional
investigations must be carried on the soil
foundation in which th61'9 is a stratum with
low velocity. This'stratum has the elasto
plastio properties and is described by bil
inearon
diagram.
Thefoun
upger
sedimentary
stra
tum
which the
ations
of the struc
ture are placed is a stratum with low velo
city. The energy flux is a good generalized
parameter to determine the. influence of tln
sedimentary stratum properties on tb tram
miseion
of eeiaic effect to the structure
foundation. The value of seismic energy
flux transmitted through the sedimentary

O.402ACr4C°
The values ct velocities Of end Os, 'high
correspmd to the plastic deformation front
propagation,
depend on values of and .
In table I the values of- these velocities
are given in dimensionless form.
By the complex stress conditions the two
plastic waves arise, the first is related
to the longitudinal and the second to the
shear seismic waves. The fast plastic longi
tudinal
wave wave
has velocity
-Gi,
and the slow
plastic shear
has veloc
ty-Os.
To correct application of the data given
in Table I for the designing of structure
foundation on aseismic resistance it is
necessary to consider the preliminary stress
caused by dead load of mil. This stress in
fluences the loading of structure during the

stratum
depends on the oghysical
ani geomet
rical
characteristics
the stratum.
The

essential influence on the distribution of

displacements and accelerations on the 801'
face of the sedimentary stratum exerts not
only the thickness of the stratum but the
inclination of the rock foundation which sp
reads the sedimentary stratum too. Usixg the

finite method it is possible to determine
the overload coefficients to the surface of
sedimentary
stratum. 'me
coefficient
is
called he multiplier
byoverload
which the
wave
effect propagated through the rock foundati
on must be multiplied for the evaluation of
the wave effect corresponding to a given sur
face point of sedimentary stratum. This coef
ficient in some cases may have a great value.
For example the value of accelerations on
the surface of sedimentary stratum may be tw
ice as much as the accelerations of rock fcun
datim. The graph of alteration of the over
load coefficient for the maximum accelera
ticns of the surface of the sedimentary stra
tum is shown in f1g.l. It is the case when

whole period.
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sedimentary
has Fra
changable
thickness
as
:Lt is in stratum
a valley.
t graph
it is
clear that the sedimentary stratum may both
increase or decrease the acceleration values
which reach a given point of rock foundation.
Thus, the engineering geological structure of
the region in which the earthquake energy
propagates, influences greatly the value of
effect which is transaitted to the structure
during an earthquake. In f:\g.l three points
are shown :ln which a building may be placed.
In point 1 the amplitudes of the accelerati
ens will be twice as much as in point 3 and
two and a half times as in point 2. That wq
in such conditions it is worth while to place
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the building in point 2 and the aseimio 1e
sistance of this building will be bigger as
compared to the case when the building is
placed
in points loforthe
5. The
increase
ofres
ase
ismio resistance
building
is the
ult of a good choice of engineerinn geolo 
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quakes in dep layers of the upper mantle the
propagation of seismic waves is complicated
by the complexity of the stress conditions.
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The seimic waves change this stress°cond.~l..
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Between 1969 and 1972 seven large cooling towers
were demolished in the United Kingdom by explosively

removing their supporting legs. The energy avail
able on impact was equivalent to a small earthquake
of low magnitude and the duration of the impact and
the ground response extended oier several seconds.
Because concern had been expressed on the integrity
of adjacent structures and services when these

I

E

O

\-o

cooling towers were demolished vibration monitoring
nf ground and structure response was undertaken. In
addition on three occasions high speed cameras were
mounted and the progress of im act followed.

-a

I

The three sites on which these demohxions were
'iideffikiimhidfdiffefeiffg3UI6§I5§IT65EHIfI5EE

and the vibration results are interesting both

from a seismological and engineering point of
view since the services near to the points of
impact included gas mains,oll filled 132 kv
oeble,end relay stations controlling mejor
sectors of the power supply to a large city,
and a mein sewer. Structures near to the
points of impact included bridges, railway
embankments, roadways light buildings, cooling
towers on piled foundations,and wharf fronta
ge held back by tie bars.
The vibrations were measured generally by
damped low fre uency seismometers (geophones)
feeding into U3Y recorders and tape recorders
together with strong motion seismogrsphs
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FIG. 1. PARTICLE VELOCITIES VERSUS DISTANCE
FROM POINT OF IMPACT |l2-|l|2+i|v2-+1322

(type SMAI).
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At Thorn Hill. Yorkenire the cooling tower was
280 ft. high and weighed approximately 3,200 tons.
The demolition was undertaken by removing support
ing legs from 270° of the perimeter allowing it to
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fall by first tilting approximately 5 , whereupon
impact took place upon the edge of the reinforced
and thickened lower part of the shell and pond
floor. The cooling tower itself was founded on a
strip footing sitting on dense gravel some H0 ft.
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thick overlying Coal Measure sandstones and shales.
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The levels of vibrations recorded were notable in
that they were extremely high and the results are
included as peak particle velocities in Fig. 1.
Accelrometers installed at the points of impact
on shell and on the pond wall gave values of
acceleration between 36 and k0g. High speed photo
gfapsy- (soc frame per ...w..a) indicated that the
retardation upon impact was in excess of 25g.
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FIG. 2. RESPONSE SPECTRUK (RELATIVE VELOCITY)

noticed that the nccelcrations were in czocnu of ig
as recorded in the strong motion seismograph quite
clooc to thc point of impact (5 metros) but tho

At Cardiff Power Station in Wales the cooling Lowers
rested on piles which were driven into weathered

Keuper Mnrl at a depth of 50 ft. and the superficial
deposits consisted of fill and loose to medium
sands and gravels with a small amount of soft silty
clay. The vibrations recorded here by both the

materials in which the devices were embedded was a
very loose fill extending to 5 metres below ground

level. There was evidence of ground rupture up to

2m away from the edge of the cooling pond wall,
that is some 5m from the presumed point of impB¢f

geophones and by a strong motion eeismograph were

much smaller than those encountered at Thorn Hill.
Deceleration on impact was 3.0g. It was also
MW

At Ince Power Station in Cheshire where the towers

are on driven concrete piles the vibration levels
were recorded on the collapse of three cooling
towers each cooling tower having somewhat different

soil conditions beneath it, but generally the
ground consisted of peat and alluvial deposits with
some boulder clay overlying weathered Banter Sand

stone. The presence of pest was most noticeable at
No. 2 tower but the overall picture in terms of
peak particle velocities has been included on Fig.1
and it can be seen that generally the results were
more akin to those noted at Cardiff than at Thorn
Hill. Deceleration on impact was 1.0g for Towers 2
and 3 and k.0g for tower 14.

It is evident that the levels of vibration which
can be expected from these demolitions depends a

great deal upon the stiffness of the underlying
soil. In conditions where piling was necessary for

the founding of the structure it is likely
that the levels of vibrations in terms of
particle velocity will not be excessive.
However where the towers have been able to
be founded on pad footings it is probable
that there will be a greater ererg transfer
into seismic form and correspondingly higher
particle velocities. Nevertheless services
buried at Thorn Hill sustained levels at vib
rations well in excess of any of the stan
dards normally laid down and it would appear
that even in unfavourable conditions the vib
rations set up by such demolitions are not
likely to give rise to engineering difficul
ties. From the point cf view of the ground
response we are carryiq out further studies
on the power spectrum and the response spect
ra from the strong motion seismograph. Such
a response spectra for a collapse at Ince is
attached as Fig.2 and it is interesting to
note how closely this follows the form asso
oisted with s typical earthquake. It is also
interesting to note that such high particle
velocities and accelerations could be sus
tained near the point of impact of the Cardiff
Cooling Towers even though the upper layer
was of such soft and unconsolidated material
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Foundaticm Acting as Seismic Shook Absorber
and Preventing Buildings Against Destruction
dur:|.ng Earthquakes
As is known cities and towns are mostly com
prised of buildings with brick walls.
Since brick walls are characterized by a
very low earthquake resistance,large-scale

canstruotion is not earthquake resistant.
This fact is evident from great destructi
ons caused to cities and towns by seismic
forces during earthquakes in past years.

A specially desigmed foundation acting as
a seismic shock absorber to be placed between
the building and the earth can prevent brick
work buildings from collapsing and can con
tribute to saving cities and towns from
destruction due to earthquake shocks.
the foundation ccnsists of reinforced concre
re structures of two typos-Nos l and 2(Eig.l).
Structures No.1 rest on the earth,while
those of No.2 are suspended from structures
No.1 by means of steel suspensions (C),with
springs (H) at their ends and re:Lnforced-con
orete girders (P) (Fl s 1 and 2).
The building walls (S) are carried by sys
pended structures No.2 (Figs. l,2,4).
Thus the building does not actually rest on
the earth but is freely suspended (F:Lgs.2,l+).
Consequently earthquake forces (Q) will be
acting on the sus melon points,i.e.structure
No.1(Figs l and 2§a,rather than on the buil
ding
A rproper.
gaps left between structures Nos l and
2 ensure absorbtlon of lateral amplitudes of
seismic vibrations of buildings during earth
quakes (Figs 2 snd 5).
Since the nmgnitule of seismic forces ec
ting on building is dependent of the magni
tude of vibration accelerations of buildings
(with the acceleration decreasing the above
forces are also decreasing and vice versa),
the seismic force can be reduced by decreasing

vibration accelerations to a value which is
safe for brick buildings.
To avoid destruction of buildings the sus
pension
length
is,thereforce,:Lncreased
which,
results :Ln
ncrease
of their vibration p_ericd.
The increased period of free vibrations of
buildings will reduce both the vibration' ac
celeration and the complex seismic force ac
ting cn the bu1ldings,to
a value safe for
brick bu.1.ldings.It will also eliminate a re
sonance phenomenon between the parameters
of
free vibratims of buildings and those of
seismic vibrations of th# e&1"\7he
Use of the above mentioned foundation will
ensure safety of a brick building dal* “ing
earthquakes whose magnitude is 9 points and
over
the llercalli-Cm
canifoundation
scale.
In tbg
e USSR
the described
has
been used in construct a 5-storeyed brickwork

block of flats (Fig.4).

The specific featuze of the foundation in
question has been confirmed by instrumnts
during artificially-:Induced vibrations of the
earth under the foundation (Fig. 5)._
The author has received the Inventor's Cer
tificates Nos 53663 and 70385-for this foun
detion design.
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Test “results '§_§u"i1d_ing
Earth vibrations vibrations Q
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